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i. Abstract 
The future of the civil aeronautics industry will be determined by the decreasing oil 
supplies around the world and by more environmentally friendly aircraft designs. Future 
Gas Turbine engines are being designed focusing on the fuel economy reducing emissions 
and noise. 
This project is on the application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques to 
the computation and parametric analysis of drag produced by the nacelle of Very High By-
pass Ratio (VHBR) engines as integrated into the airframe. Engines based on VHBR 
concept are consistent with the objectives of VITAL which is an EU project for creating 
environmentally friendly engine without SFC penalties or impairing other benefits. Three 
main architectures for the fan were considered for the task, a geared turbofan, contra 
rotating turbofan and direct drive turbofan. The long range geared turbofan is the one 
considered in this project. 
Increasing the BPR for turbofan engines is one of the best options for decreasing the SFC 
and noise produced by the power plant, unfortunately there are some issues to be 
considered. One of the major drawbacks when the BPR reaches very high values (VHBR) 
is the integration to the airframe because of the very large size of the fan. The drag 
produced by the nacelle has to be countered with propulsive force and therefore decreasing 
the propulsive efficiency and increasing the SFC. 
CFD can be used for parametric analysis of drag produced by turbofan nacelles. The 
analysis was carried out in 3 basic stages. 2D geometry analyses of the afterbody and 
forebody are the first stage. Small changes to the basic geometry parameters were made in 
order to form conclusions about which parameters are more significant for drag generation 
in each section of the nacelle. 
In the second stage of the project a 3D geometric analysis was carried out with the whole 
nacelle. The important parameters from the 2D simulations and some of the parameters 
required for 3D geometry were varied in the analysis. Conclusions were made about the 
influence of each of the parameters in drag generation and their influence on the interaction 
between forebody and afterbody. 
In the third stage of the project, the influence on drag of the positioning of the engine 
relative to the wing is analyzed. No geometry changes were made and no pylon was used. 
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Conclusions were made from the changes of pressure distribution and supersonic zones and 
their impact on the drag. 
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 LPT Low Pressure Turbine 
 m Mass 
 MB Mid-Body 
 NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
 NOx Nitrogen Oxides 
 NPF Net Propulsive Force 
 ONERA National Office of Aerospatiale Studies and Research 
 OPR Overall Pressure Ratio 
 RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
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 RSM Reynolds Stress Model 
 S-A Spalart Allmaras turbulence model 
 SFC Specific Fuel Consuption 
 SS Steady State 
 TD Time Dependent 
 TET Turbine Entry Temperature 
 UHBR Ultra-High Bypass Ratio  
 uτ Friction coefficient 
 v velocity 
 VHBR Very-High Bypass Ratio 
 VITAL Environment Friendly Aero-Engine 
 w Mass flow 
 WB Wing Body 
 WBN Wing Body Nacelle 
 WBPN Wing Body Pylon Nacelle 
 x abscise 
Greek Symbols 
 α angle 
 ν Viscosity 
 ε Dissipation per unit mass 
 ρ density 
 τ Shear stress 
 φ Force 
 ω Specific dissipation rate 
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vii. Subscripts 
 AB After-Body 
 FB Fore-Body 
 high highlight 
 insc inscidence 
 int intrinsic 
 k turbulent kinetic energy 
 max Maximum 
 Plug Plug (Exhaust cone) 
 pot potential 
 Pre Pre-entry 
 ref reference 
 rel relative 
 th Throat 
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1 Introduction 
The design of a new engine for a subsonic civil transportation aircraft has to be done 
taking into consideration several points of view. Every aspect considered will have an 
impact on the final user. For airline companies, fuel economy is one of the most 
important issues to consider for the selection of a new aircraft. For this reason, aircraft 
manufacturers present different options of engine suitable for the final aircraft system. 
Each engine manufacturer offers different options of performance, not only for structural 
and flight requirements, but also economical issues. Environmental issues are other 
important aspects to consider in the aeronautic industry because the regulations of noise 
and emission levels are becoming very demanding. 
Gas turbine engines are commonly used to power aircraft. There are four variants of gas 
turbine engines used for this task; turbo-jet used mostly for military combat aircraft, 
turbo-shaft used mainly in helicopters, turbo-props for low velocity transport aircraft, and 
turbo-fan, being the one most used in the civil transportation industry. In a turbofan 
engine the low pressure compressor, usually called fan, delivers part of the air to the next 
compressor of the engine and the other part by-passes the core of the engine going to a 
nozzle to produce thrust.  
The amount of air by-passing the core is one of the most important design parameters of a 
turbofan engine. The Bypass Ratio (BPR) is a variable used to measure the ratio of flow 
going around the core to that through the core. The bypass flow was conceived as a 
method of improving the propulsive efficiency of the engine by reducing the jet velocity. 
Also, noise is reduced due to the jet velocity diminution. 
The BPR is a very important parameter due to its effect in the Specific Fuel Consumption 
(SFC) and the Specific thrust. The effect of an increase of BPR would be the decrease of 
the optimum SFC. The optimum SFC with a higher BPR is at a lower Fan Pressure Ratio 
(FPR). These two diminutions have a direct influence in the weight of the aircraft 
(including the loads) due to the amount of fuel required to complete the mission. The 
pressure ratio reduction also influences the technology required (and the cost) of the 
design and fabrication of the fan. Therefore the increase of a turbofan BPR decreases the 
cost and complexity of the fan. 
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Unfortunately, there are some disadvantages of increasing the BPR of an engine. The size 
of the fan grows. There is a minimum SFC attainable by increasing the BPR due to the 
increase of the installed drag produced by the increase of the fan size (Rudnik, 2002). 
There are many other problems regarding the increased size of a VHBR engine like the 
ground clearance limitations and the weight increase, amongst many others. These make 
it more difficult to continue to improve the engine performance by increasing the BPR.  
Many difficulties need to be worked out to continue the development of aircraft 
technologies. This is where projects like VITAL take the stage, to make a breakthrough in 
the available knowledge that will allow the technology to continue improving. 
1.1 EnVIronmenTALly Friendly Aero Engine (VITAL) 
VITAL will provide a breakthrough in noise and emissions engine architecture. This 
breakthrough will be achieved by the development of new commercial engines taking 
advantage of the novel lightweight and low noise technologies. With this improvement 
the SFC is going to be reduced without having an impact on noise and emissions. 
VITAL will design, manufacture and rig test three novel fan architectures of turbofan 
engines for commercial aircraft. These new technologies (Direct Drive Turbofan, Geared 
Fan Turbofan and Contra-Rotating Turbofan) will provide a breakthrough in noise and 
emission reduction.  
VITAL will provide a major advance in developing the next generation of commercial 
aircraft engines. The aim of VITAL is the development and validation of engine 
technologies that alone will provide the following: 
1. 6 dB noise reduction 
2. 7% reduction in CO2 emissions 
These objectives will be achieved by the design, manufacture and rig scale testing of the 
following new technologies: 
1. Three novel fan architectures 
a. Low speed Direct Drive Turbofan (DDTF) 
b. Geared Turbofan (GTF) 
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c. Contra Rotating Turbofan (CRTF) 
2. Low-pressure compressor concepts and technologies 
3. Lightweight structures 
4. Shaft technologies 
5. Low pressure turbine technologies 
6. Optimal installation of VHBR engines 
Combining these technologies, noise reduction will be attained without any combustion 
penalties. In VITAL two different paths will be taken to achieve the main objectives; the 
first is the increase of BPR to between 9 and 12, considered VHBR values. The second is 
decreasing the fan tip speed by using new fan technologies, e.g. the Contra Rotating 
Turbofan (CRTF). 
1.1.1 Integration of the Engine into the Airframe 
The engines will be installed under the wing. The noise levels will be diminished by the 
use of innovative technologies in the integration of the engine to the airframe, e.g. 
chevron nozzles and new concepts of thrust reverser.  
For VITAL the most important aspects of the engine/airframe integration is the reduction 
of emissions and noise with the least number of penalties possible for the performance of 
the engine. Also the thrust loss due to the installed drag has to be as low as possible in 
order to avoid extra fuel burning. 
1.2 Objectives of the project 
The main objectives of the project are the following: 
1. Create a methodology for modelling the behaviour of the drag produced by an 
installed VHBR engine. 
2. Create a model of the drag produced by a VHBR engine using the results obtained 
from CFD calculations. The model could be used in the optimization of a VHBR 
engine. This model should save time resources because it could be used instead of 
CFD calculations. 
3. To simulate the behaviour of the flow around a nacelle for a VHBR engine at 
different flight stages and using different geometries for each of the nacelle 
components. 
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4. To link drag force with the different parameters considered in the project. These 
parameters are divided in two categories: nacelle geometry parameters (including 
Dmax, Dhigh, length, Forebody length and scarf angle) and distance to the wing 
(including nacelle penetration and vertical distance to the wing). This relationship 
will allow modelling a correlation of the drag with some parameters related to the 
installation. 
1.3 Contribution to knowledge 
The concept of VHBR is currently under development and different issues arise from the 
research being carried out. One of the main difficulties of this concept is the size of the 
fan. Some of the most important variables involved in the overall design are the weight 
and the frontal area of the fan. The integration of the engine to the airframe is essential to 
take advantage of the benefits obtained from the VHBR concept. 
The integration of a VHBR engine requires a highly coupled Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon 
system to avoid the production of undesirable effects. Also, when on the ground, the 
space available to install the engine is very limited making integration of big engines, like 
a VHBR engine, a very complex task. For a detailed analysis of a VHBR integration 
methodology see the work carried out by Berry (1994). 
This novel project consists of a study about the influence of the installation of a VHBR 
engine on the installed thrust by evaluating the drag produced by the engine. 
1.3.1 Achievements 
Achievement is defined in the Oxford Dictionary (2000) as “a thing that somebody had 
done successfully, especially using their own effort and skill”. For this project several 
achievements were reached, not only related to the VITAL project but personal 
improvement and knowledge. The achievements for the project can be divided in three 
different groups: 1) project, 2) knowledge and 3) personal achievements. 
The project VITAL was not directly linked to the integration of the engine. The large size 
of the fan required extra activities to be performed in order to include the effect on the 
performance as was required from the initial objectives of VITAL. 
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1. The CFD calculations carried out in this project helped to generate the basis for 
the parametric study required for the optimization analysis of the installed 
performance of a VHBR engine in the design process. 
2. Achievements were made in the improvement of knowledge and ability of the use 
of Computational Fluid Dynamics, aerodynamics and their application to aircraft 
propulsion. Before starting the project CFD was seen by the author just as 
software to obtain data about the fluid dynamics involved in a flow. Now, CFD is 
understood in detail. Although the codes involved in Fluent (the CFD software 
used) unknown, the user now knows the calculations involved in it, the models 
used, the way some approximations are taken, and how to diagnose faults. 
3. In the physics area knowledge of aerodynamics has improved, as well as 
understanding of nacelle design.  
4. Analysis of some of the parameters involved in the project highlighted the 
importance of the small variations in these.  
5. The intake as a section of the nacelle and the engine itself were proven to be two 
of the most important parts of the integration process, a computational error could 
generate problems with several aspects of the engine like pressure recovery, 
spillage drag, and structural issues among others. 
6. Generated performance data related to drag caused by fore and after body of 
VHBR turbofan engines by relating various geometric parameters to drag using 
CFD analysis. 
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2 Contribution to knowledge 
The demand for oil fuels is increasing in the world. One of the biggest goals of 
engineering and science for the 21
st
 century is to supply energy and reduce the rate of 
increase of consumption of oil fuels. The optimal use of fuels has become a critical part 
of engineering in the world. Aeronautics is not the exception, novel concepts of airplanes 
and engines are appearing in order to reduce the demand of fuels and also make the 
aeronautical industry more environmentally friendly. 
This project was created to complement the VITAL project. VITAL was about creating a 
VHBR engine with the capabilities of decreasing noise and emissions without 
compromising fuel consumption (see section 1.1.) The dimensions of the fan proposed by 
VITAL engineers required a very large fan. A fan of those proportions requires extra 
research into airframe/engine integration. The research done in this project has never been 
done before and is a step forward in the research of optimization of VHBR engine 
integration. 
In this project there are two contributions to knowledge. The first and most important is 
the research into the creation of a methodology for CFD parametric analysis of the nacelle 
and integration of a VHBR engine. The second contribution to knowledge is taking the 
first steps to performing parametric drag analysis of VHBR engines. 
The VHBR engines are still being developed therefore several aspects of the research are 
still going in progress. The nacelle is a crucial aspect to allow the engine to be useful in 
the aeronautic industry. A proper methodology for the analysis of the nacelle and its 
interactions with the airframe is required in order to get suitable results and the uniform 
values that allow engineers to compare them. With the methodology planned and used in 
this project, an analysis was carried out gradually to identify the parameters that have 
more impact on the drag. The methodology is explained in more detail in section 3. 
By using CFD a detailed analysis was made on the drag produced by the nacelle of a 
VHBR engine. The first stages were based on making variations to some of the variables 
of the geometry of the nacelle (see sections 5 and 6 for more details.) After considering 
the geometry of the nacelle, the research focused on changing the position with respect to 
the wing (see section 7 for more details.) This kind of analysis is not available in the 
public domain. The results are the first steps to comparing the drag which is produced by 
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VHBR engines. 2D and 3D analysis are required for identifying the main parameters to 
be analysed in order to get the optimum geometry of the nacelle and its position with 
respect to the wing. 
The two main contributions to knowledge are regarding the VHBR turbofans and 
aircraft/engine integration. This project also adds more knowledge about CFD applied to 
aeronautics by evaluating the use of different methods, models and procedures in the 
simulation and meshing. Drag, as a very crucial part of aeronautics, is analyzed in a 
detailed way by using CFD. 
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3 Methodology 
The way of evaluating the drag produced by a VHBR nacelle was divided into three 
stages, each one of them further subdivided in order to get an integrated analysis. The 
basic structure of the project is as follows: 
1. Literature review 
A. VHBR engines 
B. Aircraft/Engine integration 
C. Aerodynamics 
D. CFD 
I. Meshing 
II. Modelling 
E. Software information 
I. Fluent 
II. CATIA 
2. 2D analysis 
A. AB analysis 
I. Geometry design 
II. Meshing 
a. Mesh independence 
III. Simulation setup 
IV. Running Simulation 
V. Results analysis 
B. FB analysis 
I. Geometry design 
II. Meshing 
a. Mesh independence 
III. Simulation setup 
IV. Running Simulation 
V. Results analysis 
3. 3D isolated nacelle 
A. Geometry design 
B. Meshing 
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I. Mesh independence 
C. Simulation setup 
D. Running Simulation 
E. Results analysis 
F. Integration of 2D and 3D results 
4. 3D integrated nacelle 
A. WB analysis 
I. Geometry design 
II. Meshing 
a. Mesh independence 
III. Simulation setup 
IV. Running Simulation 
V. Results analysis 
B. WBN analysis 
I. Geometry design 
II. Meshing 
a. Mesh independence 
III. Simulation setup 
IV. Running Simulation 
V. Results analysis 
5. Evaluation and analysis of all of the results of the project 
3.1 Literature review 
The first stage of every research project is to know “where we stand.” Researching what 
is the current position of science and engineering is crucial to avoid repeating work done 
by other people. Getting the most information about all of the subjects that could be 
involved about the project is very important. 
The main subjects involved are VHBR engines Aircraft/Engine integration, 
Aerodynamics, CFD, and Software information. 
3.2 2D Analysis 
The first simulations carried out are 2D simulations of the nacelle divided into two 
sections, the afterbody (AB) and forebody (FB.) For each one of them an independent 
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parametric analysis was carried out. The methodology of the analysis for each section, 
although similar, is described below. 
3.2.1 Choosing parameters to be analyzed 
Before any computational work could be done the parameters for each section were 
decided. First some research was carried out looking for the most influential parameters 
that could influence the drag produced by an isolated engine. Then, based on the 
information found and the geometry of the engine, which would remain invariable, the 
parameters were set (for more details see section 5.1.) 
3.2.2 Afterbody methodology 
The first stage of the afterbody analysis was to generate a geometry based on the 
dimensions provided by VITAL. As there was no geometry provided by VITAL (just the 
basic dimensions) several decisions were taken about the profiles to be used. 
After having the CAD model of the geometry of the AB, the domain of the simulation 
was set for the base geometry. To set the domain several options were tried in order to use 
the most appropriate for the CFD simulations for all of the analysis. Different 
combinations of mesh structures and domain geometries were tried. For the final structure 
the mesh independency analysis was done. 
After choosing the mesh and domain structure for the base geometry, the geometry of the 
AB was changed according to the parameter variations previously established. The mesh 
for all of the geometries was generated using the same meshing structure and dimensions 
used for the base geometry. 
The simulation setup was done with the most basic simulation methods in Fluent. Most of 
the decisions were based on the models used. The decisions taken were based on trial and 
error methods looking for the best results and those which consume the least resources. 
The simulations were run in a parallel solving method. The method was carried out 
automatically by the software Fluent. For more information see Chapter 31, “Parallel 
Processing” of Fluent manual (Fluent 6.2 documentation, 2007.) 
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3.2.3 Forebody methodology 
Methodology for the FB was similar to that for the AB. The main difference is the 
geometry used and the parameters required for its design. Comparing the AB and FB, 
there are more ways to change the geometry of the intake; therefore there are more 
available parameters to be analyzed and more possible combinations in the FB than in the 
AB. 
The geometry was generated with CATIA software. The main geometry was created by 
using the dimensions given by VITAL. The intake profiles are described in section 5.1.1. 
The profiles were parameterized to allow quick geometry generation. Different 
geometries were created. A matrix of the geometries to be generated was decided 
according to the parameters. 
The domain for the simulation was generated in a similar way as for the AB. For the FB 
the mesh generation was more focused on a C-type mesh. Based on this, the shape and 
size of the mesh blocks for the intake were changed to get the best and fastest results. 
With the domain and mesh structure already created for the base geometry, the other 
geometries‟ domains and grids were created using the same structure as the base 
geometry. 
CFD setup was done in a very similar way to the AB so that the results are based on the 
very similar parameters, models and variables used for running the simulation. Running 
was also done in a parallel solving method. 
3.2.4 Results Analysis 
The results were analyzed separately for AB and FB. For each one of them parametric 
analysis was carried out in order to set the more important parameters influencing the 
drag. By doing this the parametric analysis for the 3D models would be restricted to the 
parameters that were found to be more significant for the drag generation. 
3.3 3D Isolated Nacelle Analysis 
3D parametric analysis was started on the results of the 2D analysis then more parameters 
were used for designing the entire nacelle. The geometries were created in CATIA. The 
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mesh for most of the geometries was created in Gambit. CFD simulations were run in 
Fluent. 
3.3.1 CAD geometry generation 
One of the major difficulties of the 3D analysis was the geometry generation. There were 
no CAD models available to work with, therefore, time had to be invested in generating 
the 3D models. 
The main difficulty of creating the 3D geometric models is to link the borders of the 
curved shapes. Several surfaces are to be joined together and at the borders most of them 
are to be tangent. The parameterization of the dimensions of the model is an extra issue. 
By using parameters to create the geometric model the geometries required for the project 
were able to be created without the necessity of investing time in creating the geometry 
from scratch. The different geometries were created just by changing one (or two) of the 
parameter values. Then the software (CATIA) would re-generate all of the geometry. 
Individual attention had to be paid to the borders of each of the surfaces for all of the 
geometries. Special care on the border‟s fit and tangency should be taken. 
3.3.2 Mesh generation 
The mesh was decided to be a symmetric grid to allow a larger mesh and reducing the 
running time. 
Several domain shapes were tried. Also several mesh structures were used to run the 
simulations. At the end the grid that converged and gave the best results was used. The 
base geometry was used to design the mesh. The mesh for all of the other geometries was 
created in the same way as that for the base geometry. 
3.3.3 Parametric calculations 
The parameters used for the 3D analysis were chosen from the analysis of the results 
obtained from the 2D simulations. Each of the values of the parameters was based on the 
base geometry and varied in a percentage set previously. If the resulting drag changed by 
a large amount then more simulations were to be carried out with different values for the 
parameter analyzed. 
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3.3.4 Results analysis 
The analysis of every parameter was done individually. Each analysis is performed in 
several ways. The influence of the each of the parameters in the variations of pressure and 
viscous forces was analyzed separately. The impact in the different sections of the nacelle 
and the difference of the crown and keel sections were also considered in the analysis. 
Drag considerations are very important in engines of the size considered in this project. 
Individual analysis of the AB, FB and MB as well as separate analysis of the viscous and 
pressure drag were carried out. To evaluate the drag over the different sections of the 
nacelle when the nacelle design stage is focusing on one of the design parameters. 
3.4 3D Integrated Nacelle Analysis 
The Integrated nacelle analysis requires an examination of the airframe to be integrated 
with the nacelle. Therefore, the first steps in the study of the WBN system is the study of 
the airframe (WB) it will be working with. 
3.4.1 WB Analysis 
The analysis of the WB system in this project is a basic CFD study to get the necessary 
values for comparison with the results of the WBN system. By comparing the CFD 
results of the WB and WBN conclusions can be taken about the influence of the nacelle 
on the total drag of the airplane and to calculate the interaction drag. 
The airframe geometry required was not available therefore an alternative option was 
required. The geometry was generously provided by the School of Aeronautics of 
Cranfield University. The airframe geometry and capabilities of the aircraft were 
analyzed to evaluate the suitability for this project. The analysis was based on the range, 
payload and dimensions that the aircraft was designed for. 
After evaluating the suitability of the aircraft the geometry was to be simplified in order 
to be used in a CFD analysis. All of the details of the aircraft as well as many 
aerodynamic and structural components were removed. The geometry left for the analysis 
was just the fuselage and the wing. For more details refer to section 7.3. 
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3.4.1.1 Mesh generation 
The simulation is symmetric with respect to the airframe symmetry plane. The domain for 
the simulation was based on the length of the fuselage. The inlet and outlet of the domain 
were set far from the wing. The WBN system was also considered for generating the 
domain because both the WB and WBN meshes were created using similar 
methodologies. 
The meshing of the airframe is based on the wing mesh. The meshing of the leading and 
trailing edges of the wing generated the mesh for the rest of the wing. Special care was 
taken in avoiding coarsening of the mesh at the mid sections of the wings to avoid 
reducing the accuracy in the results. Also, the cell size was set to be fine close to the 
airframe surfaces to evaluate the small changes close to the airframe and avoid losing 
accuracy by coarse cells near the airframe surfaces. 
3.4.1.2 Simulation running 
As there was no information available the flow conditions for the airframe, the conditions 
for the inflow were the same as the free flow conditions for the VITAL engine. The 
direction of the flow was set to be coaxial with the fuselage. 
3.4.1.3 Results 
The results were not analyzed at this stage. At this stage the results of the airframe 
simulation were just taken in order to be compared with the results of the simulations 
with the integrated nacelle. 
The data obtained from the results are the pressure, viscous and total forces of the top of 
the wing and under the wing. The wing is divided into top-wing and under-wing by the 
leading and trailing edges. 
3.4.2 WBN Analysis 
The methodology for the WBN analysis is based on the isolated nacelle and the WB 
methodologies combined. 
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3.4.2.1 Geometry Generation 
The geometry required for this stage was already available. The fuselage and wing system 
was the one used for the WB analysis and the nacelle would be the base geometry used 
for the isolated nacelle analysis. 
The only variations here were not the dimensions of the geometries involved but the 
relative position of the nacelle from the wing. 
3.4.2.2 Mesh Generation 
The domain used was the same as the one used for the WB. The mesh was generated in 
the same way it was for the WB system. The only difference was a finer meshing under 
the wing near the nacelle. 
The meshing on the nacelle surface was considered to be similar to the mesh of the 
isolated nacelle. The entire geometry of the nacelle would be simulated and not like the 
isolated nacelle analysis where only one half of the nacelle was required. Working with 
all of the nacelle would generate a much bigger mesh if the same meshing conditions as 
for the isolated analysis were used. Unfortunately the resources were not able to handle a 
mesh with the resulting size. The size of the nacelle surface meshing would be 
approximately 75% coarser than the mesh of the isolated nacelle. 
The meshing of the under-wing and the leading edge near the nacelle would also change 
from geometry to geometry depending on the closeness of the nacelle. If the nacelle were 
close to the wing then it would generate a much finer mesh than a nacelle positioned 
further from the wing. 
3.4.2.3 Parameter analysis 
The parameters as mentioned previously were not changing the geometry but the 
positioning of the nacelle. There are five parameters defining the position of an under-
wing nacelle. Few of them could be taken into account for the analysis required in this 
project. Some of these parameters were not able to be used in the parametric analysis and 
were set as constants. 
Due to limitations in computational resources and time, the analysis was not as extensive 
as in the previous stages of the project. Only two of the five possible parameters were 
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analyzed because of these limitations. For this reason the parametric analysis was done 
using a different approach. 
After choosing the parameters, the set of possible parameter combinations was made. It 
was not possible to generate a simulation for every combination. The approach was a 
follows: 
1. Set the values for the parameters to be constant. 
2. Set the base geometry. The base geometry was considered to be the VITAL 
nacelle positioned at the same place as that of the original engine of the aircraft 
given by the School of Aeronautics. 
3. Eliminate the combinations that would be of no use or impossible to run. The 
geometries with the nacelle too far away from the wing were not run because 
those positions would be unsuitable due to inadequate ground clearance, structural 
problems and other issues.   
Some of the geometries did not fit under the wing therefore were not considered to 
be included in the research. Alternative installation architecture would be required 
in order to analyze the unsuitable positions, such as an embedded engine, 
unfortunately this analysis is out of the scope of this project. 
4. Run the simulations for the base geometry until satisfactory results are obtained. 
5. With the same CFD set-up of the base geometry, the geometries with extreme 
positioning, the closest and farthest away from the wing, were run. Depending on 
the result variations other parameter combinations were run. If the variation of the 
drag result was not significantly changed no more simulations would be done for 
geometries in that direction.
1
 After some simulations there would be a good 
overview of the drag change produced by the positioning of the engine. 
3.4.2.4 Simulation set-up 
The set-up of the simulation parameters was done using the same models and solvers as 
for the WB simulation. 
                                                 
1
 The significance variation was considered after being compared with the drag variation of the other 
simulations. 
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For the engine the cruise conditions were used for setting up the boundary conditions of 
the engine. 
3.4.2.5 Results analysis 
The results are analyzed in three different aspects. 
1. Total drag at the nacelle 
a. Pressure  
b. Viscous drag 
2. Wing drag 
a. Pressure distribution 
3. Interference drag 
The analysis of these aspects enables an overall view of the impact of the engine 
positioning to be gained. 
All of the analyses were done by comparing the results of each simulation with the one 
obtained from the base geometry. The final results are comparisons of the rate of change 
of drag with respect to the parameter changed. 
The drag of the nacelle just takes into consideration the drag produced on the nacelle 
surfaces. The forces on the nacelle can be divided into pressure and viscous drag. It is 
assumed the pre-entry drag would be equal for all of the simulations (the geometry of the 
nacelle and the operating conditions are the same) therefore the difference of drag would 
cancel the pre-entry drag value. 
The wing drag is calculated including the lift drag (pressure) and viscous drag. Only the 
forces on the wing surfaces are taken into account. The fuselage is not considered in the 
analysis. 
For the interference drag three different simulations have to be taken into account: the 
isolated nacelle (base geometry), WB system, and WBN. From the results of each of the 
simulations some calculations were made. The final results will give an overview of the 
impact of the positioning of the engine on the interference drag at cruise conditions. 
For more details about the WB and WBN simulations and results refer to section 7. 
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4 Literature Review 
4.1 VHBR Engine 
One of the most important advantages of the Gas Turbine Engine over other power 
sources is the high power/weight ratio. This is one of the main reasons why in 1929 Sir 
Frank Whittle submitted to his superiors his idea of using a gas turbine engine instead of 
piston engines to power aircraft (The Jet engine, 1986). He built his first experimental 
engine in 1937. From that point on the technologies used in Gas Turbine Engines have 
been improving to get a better performance. 
The performance requirements of the engines vary depending on the type of mission the 
aircraft will be designed for. For a civil aircraft engine design thrust and fuel consumption 
are two of the most important parameters to be considered from the performance point of 
view. The range of an aircraft is defined by the fuel consumption and fuel capacity. 
Specific Fuel Consumption in turbofan engines is lower than in turbojet engines. (Cohen, 
1987) 
The optimization of a turbojet is based on two variables mainly; overall pressure ratio 
(OPR) and turbine inlet temperature (TET). In a turbofan two more variables are included 
for the optimization, the bypass ratio (BPR) and fan pressure ratio (FPR). Assuming the 
optimization is done based on getting the lowest SFC possible, there is an optimum FPR 
value for every BPR. Therefore there are only three performance optimization 
parameters, Overall Pressure Ratio, Turbine Entry Temperature and Bypass Ratio as can 
be seen in Figure 4.1 (Cohen, 1987). 
The SFC, being one of the most important values due to its direct impact on the cost of 
using an engine, is constantly being reduced. An important factor for the SFC reduction 
of the engines used in commercial transports is the BPR. The trend has been toward 
increasing the BPR to reduce the SFC. As the BPR increases the name given to the engine 
changes from high bypass ratio (HBR) to very high bypass ratio (VHBR) to ultra high 
bypass ratio (UHBR) engines. It is not very well established as to what are the boundaries 
in considering a turbofan as a VHBR engine. Some authors like Hoheisel (1997) do not 
use the term UHBR turbofans, in his work a geared fan engine is called an Advanced 
Ducted Propfan. Zimbrick (1990) works with two engines, one with a BPR of 9.6 and the 
other 17.5 and calls both of them VHBR. On the other hand, Burgsmüller (2000) uses a 
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HBR, a VHBR and UHBR engines each with a BPR of 5, 9.2 and 16 respectively. 
Generally Very High Bypass Ratio engines are considered to have a BPR above 9.0 
because of the novel technologies required (Lecordix, 1992). 
 
Figure 4.1 Optimization of fan pressure ratio (Cohen, 1987, p. 99) 
The VHBR engines certainly lower the fuel consumed by the engine. Colmenares (2007) 
worked in a model that calculated the feasibility of a geared VHBR engine. His results 
show an improvement of the levels of SFC, CO2 and noise with a penalty on the NOx 
emissions and direct operating cost. 
One of the big issues of increasing the BPR above 9.0 is the reduction of the thrust. A 
VHBR needs a larger amount of airflow going through the fan in order to produce the 
thrust required to overcome the drag generated by the airframe, therefore the fan diameter 
is increased. This size increase creates more problems, e.g. larger weight load, drag 
generated, integration issues
2
. The major drawback for using Very High Bypass Ratio 
(VHBR) engines is their size. A VHBR fan produces much more drag than a HBR engine 
                                                 
2 The installed performance parameters take into account the effects of the installation of the power 
plant on the airframe, usually drag and flow distortions. 
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therefore the drag produced has a strong impact on the installed SFC and turning an 
increase in BPR to be counterproductive in terms of the installed engine performance. 
 
Figure 4.2 Relation between Efficiency and Bypass Ratio (Lecordix, 1992) 
The trend to improve the SFC by increasing the BPR will no longer be suitable using the 
technology available because the installation effects will be unacceptable. There is a 
value of BPR that will produce a minimum to the SFC; any other value would make the 
engine consume more fuel. With the current turbofan technology available, an engine 
with a BPR value close to 9.0 would consume the minimum possible fuel amount 
(Zimbrick, 1988). Novel technologies for improving the engine performance by 
increasing the BPR will also increase the size of the entire engine therefore, very high 
engine/nacelle/airframe integration will be required.  
One of the big issues of the VHBR engines is the coupling of the fan and the low pressure 
turbine (LPT). The size of the fan requires a very large amount of energy extracted from 
the LPT. This requires more turbine stages or a larger rotational speed of the shaft. A 
geared fan is a new technology used for large BPR turbofans. Although the gear drive can 
reduce the efficiency by a small amount it allows the low pressure turbomachinery to 
operate at higher rotational speeds reducing the stages of the turbine (Koff, 2004). 
Another method of increasing the power extracted from the core engine without 
increasing the airflow is to increase the turbine entry temperature. Unfortunately a higher 
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TET increases the NOx emissions. High levels of NOx do not comply with environmental 
regulations (Koff, 2004). 
 
Figure 4.3 Fuel consumption improvements (Burgsmueller, 1996) 
4.2 Installation of the propulsion system 
There is a distinction between two types of performance of an engine. One is called 
uninstalled performance which is the ideal performance without taking into account the 
effects of the nacelle, pylon or wing. The uninstalled performance is the main concern of 
engine manufacturers and is the data given to aircraft manufacturers. Unfortunately the 
installation of engines will produce external forces making the total drag increase and 
consequently decreasing the Net Propulsive Force and increasing the SFC without 
producing any benefit to the overall performance of the aircraft (Williams, 2006.) 
The analysis for the integration of the engine can be done in three separate parts, the 
forebody, afterbody and midbody (See Figure 4.4). The use of midbody in the design of a 
nacelle has the advantage of separating the forebody and afterbody, allowing analysing 
each one of them separately with very little influence. Most modern nacelles are designed 
without a midbody because the high BPR of the engine requires very large fan diameters; 
consequently the area of the midbody would be very large and produce high drag. 
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Without large midbody cowl the interaction between the forebody and afterbody 
increases, this requires the integration analysis to be for the entire nacelle. 
The nacelle forebody is composed mainly of the intake. The primary purpose of the inlet 
is to change the free stream air to the conditions required for the Low Pressure 
Compressor (LPC) to work. The cruise speed for a commercial carrier is approximately a 
Mach number of 0.8. At this speed the fan would not work at its best, because usually the 
compressors require air flowing at a Mach number of about 0.5. According to Mattingly 
(2002), the performance of an inlet can be evaluated according to the following 
characteristics: 
 Total pressure ratio 
 Flow matching 
 Uniformity of flow 
 Installation drag 
 Starting and stability 
 Signatures (acoustic, radar and infrared) 
 Weight and cost 
 Life and reliability 
 
Figure 4.4 Installed Nacelle Components (Mullender, 1996) 
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Some of the improvements of these characteristics would be at the expense of others 
therefore the design process requires a balance of the variables depending on the 
requirements of the whole system. 
The design of the afterbody is focused on the nozzle. For subsonic aircraft the nozzle used 
is a convergent nozzle due to the low pressure ratio across it. Convergent-divergent 
nozzle is a very expensive technology due to the extra weight added to the nacelle and the 
low benefit obtained from it for a subsonic commercial aircraft (Cohen, 1987). The main 
concern of nozzle designers is thrust, but the boundary layer separation and noise 
production are also very important. A bad design would produce an early separation of 
the boundary layer decreasing the pressure behind the nacelle and deliver more drag. 
4.2.1 Drag 
In the work of the Aeronautical Research Council (1958) to set the definitions used in the 
description and analysis on drag, they have defined the following: 
“The Total Drag associated with the external flow is given by the rate of decrease of 
momentum of the external flow in a direction parallel to the undisturbed stream, 
this decrease being calculated between stations at infinite distances upstream and 
downstream of the body” (Aeronautical Research Council, 1958) 
In this work other very useful concepts are defined. The forces acting normally and 
tangential to a surface can be called Normal-Pressure Drag and Surface Friction Drag 
respectively and the adding of these two results into Total Drag previously defined. Also 
other definitions are set, Boundary-Layer Drag, Wave Drag, Intrinsic Drag, Pre-entry and 
Post-exit drag, Spillage drag and Lift Dependent Drag. 
In a short cowl nacelle with an exhaust cone, the Drag must be calculated in a different 
way from a simple exhaust nacelle. The pre-entry forces are calculated by using the 
stream force theorem. The post-exit forces must be calculated taking into account the 
forces on the core cowl for the bypass stream tube and the exhaust cone forces in the core 
stream tube (Williams, 2006). 
The spillage drag is the force difference between pre-entry force and the cowl pressure 
force. At subsonic speeds, when the flow is smooth around the nacelle the pre-entry force 
and the cowl pressure force are considered to be the same, this makes the spillage drag to 
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be equal to zero (Seddon, Goldsmith, 1999). What produces spillage drag is the effect of 
boundary layer separation and shock waves at the intake making the cowl suction force 
lose its effect. 
The drag over a well designed nacelle with the absence of boundary layer separations and 
shockwaves will be produced almost entirely by viscous forces (Covert, 1985). 
4.2.1.1 Drag calculations 
Mr. Darrell Williams was a great support to the understanding of the meaning of Drag 
and the calculation procedure. Drag is not a force for a ducted body. The drag of an 
engine must be calculated in a different way from the way it is calculated for an airframe. 
Also depends on the way the force book keeping system is chosen. In Figure 4.5 all of the 
forces acting on a short cowl nacelle are shown and all of these must be taken into 
account, either for the thrust or drag. The Net Propulsive Force (NPF) is the most 
important parameter for an aircraft manufacturer because it is the sum of all of the forces 
acting on the engine, and depending on the throttle state it will speed up or slow down the 
airplane. The NPF must be the same for every book keeping system. 
The NPF will be chosen based on the Standard Net Thrust (FN) or the Intrinsic Thrust 
(Fint) depending what suits the best and makes the calculations easier. 
The formulas for thrust and drag calculations are the following: 
Standard  Net Thrust FN = FG,9 + FG,19 – FG,0 (1) 
Intrinsic Thrust Fint = FG,9 + FG,19 – FG,1 (2) 
Modified Standard Gross Thrusts F*G,9 = FG,9 – φplug (3) 
 F*G,19 = FG,19 - φAB (4) 
Modified Standard Net Thrust F*N = F*G,9 + F*G,19 – FG,0 (5) 
Modified Intrinsic Thrust F*int = F*G,9 + F*G,19 – FG,1 (6) 
Drag Definition D = φ - φpot (7) 
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Net Propulsive Force NPF = F*N – φpre – φcowl (8) 
 NPF = F*int – φcowl (9) 
 NPF = F*N – φpost - Dcowl (10) 
The modified intrinsic and standard net thrust will used instead of the original assuming 
the gross thrust will include the core cowl (φAB)and plug forces (φplug). 
By splitting the Nacelle into three, Afterbody, Midbody and Forebody, the calculations 
will be easier. For the Forebody a suction force will be applied on the intake, but it cannot 
be considered a “negative” drag. To calculate the drag the pre entry force (usually called 
pre entry drag) must be taken into account (see Figure 4.6). To calculate φpre  and φcowl,FB 
from the CFD calculations, ascertain the sum of the forces acting axially on each cell over 
the intake cowl to get the suction force and over the highlight area for the force FG1 to 
calculate the pre entry force with the Stream Force Theorem (Bore, 1993). 
0,1, GGpre FF    (11) 
precowlakeDint    (12) 
The same can be done for the Afterbody but in this case the calculation of Drag would be 
complicated due to the mixing of the free stream and the engine streams. This is one of 
the reasons why the standard net thrust is used. Therefore the only parameter to be 
calculated is the Afterbody cowl force (φcowl,AB). It is calculated from the sum of all of the 
axial forces on the nozzle cowl. 
The analysis of the drag was made separately between pressure and friction. The Pressure 
coefficient (Cp) and friction coefficient (Cf) were used to avoid using absolute values. At 
each cell the Cp and Cf are calculated with the following formulas: 
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Figure 4.5 All of the forces acting on a short cowl nacelle 
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Figure 4.6 Forebody forces 
 
Figure 4.7 Afterbody forces 
4.2.2 Interference Effects 
The engine installation produces a flow velocity increase on the lower surface of the wing 
with a pressure decrease. The effects on the performance of the aircraft are lift losses, 
vortex drag penalty and flow, separation as can be seen in Figure 4.8. The amount of lift 
lost is related to the nacelle size, this is one of the reasons why the integration of a VHBR 
is very important to the overall aircraft performance. 
By altering the geometry of the nacelle and the position of the engine the lift losses could 
be minimized. Unfortunately this would be at the expense of increasing drag or other 
inconvenient effects in the performance of the engine or the aircraft. 
The position of the engine on the wing is a very important variable for an aircraft design 
because the lift losses decrease as the distance from the engine to the aircraft centreline 
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increases. Unfortunately, if the engine is installed far from the fuselage, an engine failure 
would require a very long tail stabilizer to balance the thrust differences. 
The lift differences produced by the installation of an engine are due to the alteration of 
the conditions of the airflow around the wing, especially close to the engine. For early 
engine designs, when engines were not very big, the wing clearance was kept to large 
values in order to minimize the interference effects. For modern HBR engines this is not 
possible due to the limited space available to install the engine with proper values of wing 
and ground clearance. Another way to deal with wing interference is to bring the engine 
forward. Although by bringing the engine forward there would be more space available to 
locate the engine in an optimum position, high engine/nacelle/wing/pylon integration is 
required. The air coming from the engine would flow very close to the wing altering the 
wing performance. Also a high integration of the engine and the airframe requires very 
detailed analysis for all of the flying conditions. 
 
Figure 4.8 Spanwise lift distribution with and without nacelles (Rossow, 1992) 
The interference drag is another effect produced by the installation of the engine (Cedar, 
1993). Figure 4.9 shows how the most important value the interference drag is the BPR. 
The position of the nacelle is also very important in the interference drag generated. In 
Figure 4.10 the relation between the vertical and horizontal position of the engine are 
related to the interference drag, showing that an engine located close to the wing would 
produce unacceptable drag (Rossow, 1994). 
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Figure 4.9 Variation of Interference Drag with Engine Bypass Ratio for a given application ( Cedar, 1993) 
 
Figure 4.10 Relation between the Interference Drag and the position of the engine (Rossow, 1994) 
4.2.3 Integration Methodology 
For the integration of an engine different problems have to be solved and for each one of 
them many aspects have to be taken into account. Some of them depend on the engine, 
aircraft or the relationship between them. 
The aspects to be taken into account can be divided into two different categories, 
aerodynamic and non-aerodynamic. These aspects are related to the different problems 
arising from the integration of an engine. The issues to be solved are divided into 
performance of the engine, aircraft performance and safety (see the factors proposed by 
Berry (1994) in Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.11 Factors influencing nacelle installation design (Berry, 1994) 
The main factors considered are: 
 Aerodynamic Factors 
o Overall shape and orientation of the nacelle 
 Penetration 
 Gully depth 
 Span position 
o Location of the engine 
o External contours 
o Inlet internal geometry 
o Strut contours clearance 
o Exhaust systems and jet designs 
o Wing sweep 
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o Lift distribution 
o Pylon design 
 Non-aerodynamic factors 
o Engine size and BPR 
o Ground, runway and taxi clearances 
o Roll clearance 
o Escape slide clearance 
o Collapsed gear clearance 
o Disk burst zones 
o Foreign object ingestion prevention 
o Noise minimization 
o Flutter requirements 
o Thrust reverser 
 Avoid controllability problems 
 Reingestion prevention 
 Avoid Flap/slat interference 
Another consideration that has to be taken into account is how the thrust and drag are 
bookkept. According to Berry (1994), the bookkeeping system is used to properly take 
into account all the forces between companies and avoid double bookkeeping. The system 
used for engine integration in the Boeing 777 was consistent with traditional methods. 
The method used is to account as thrust the losses inside the inlet captured streamtube and 
inside the fan jet boundary, while forces outside this boundary as drag (See Figure 4.12). 
This book keeping method was proposed by the Aeronautical Research Council in 1955 . 
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Figure 4.12 Decomposition for Thrust/Drag bookkeeping (von Geyr, 2005) 
By using this bookkeeping method a theorem was proposed to calculate the forces 
generated inside a duct, like a GTE. In the traditional approach the total force is 
calculated by calculating the difference of the momentum and pressure force between the 
“in” and “out” of the duct. In the stream force approach the stream forces are added at the 
ends and the result is the force created. This approach simplifies the problem of the flow 
going in and out in oblique angles like a Harrier. 
Taking into account a stream tube with only one inlet and one outlet and assigning 
stations 0 and 1 respectively, the stream force generated can be calculated in the 
following way: 
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Equations (15) and (16) are be used to calculate the stream force, which is the force on 
the borders of the stream tube going through the engine and around the nacelle. Adding 
the stream forces between the inlet and outlet will give the thrust or drag, accordingly. 
The stream theorem is stated below, as quoted from Bore (1993). 
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“When fluid flows in a duct (or section of ducting) the resultant force on the interior 
surface of the duct is equal to the resultant of the stream forces at the ends of the 
duct” 
The first step for the integration of an engine and airframe is to identify the thrust 
requirements of the functioning aircraft system according to the objective for which it is 
designed.  
The nacelle has to be designed isolated with no influence from the wing or other external 
factors. The main stages of nacelle design are the nozzle, mid-body cowl and intake. The 
considerations that have to be taken into account for each of these stages are different. For 
the inlet the main consideration is to lower the airflow velocity to a proper velocity with 
minimal pressure losses and to make the pressure distribution at the fan frontal area as 
uniform as possible. Another very important factor for the inlet design is the minimization 
of spillage drag. 
For mid-body design the main concern is drag minimization. There are two options for 
the mid-body design that depend on the exhaust system. The design of a mixed exhaust 
system would need a long fan cowl (with a long mid-body) while the separate exhaust 
system requires only a proper integration of the inlet with the nozzle. The main core cowl 
requirement is the minimization of losses produced by the interaction of the cold and hot 
jets. 
For the nozzles, although the main function is the pressure transformation into thrust, 
noise is also a very important issue. As nozzles are basically convergent ducts, the 
prevention of flow separation is also important in their design. 
In air transport industry CFD and rig testing are used for the design of isolated nacelles. 
CFD is used for the initial design of the nacelle taking into account large ranges of values 
for the different design variables involved. After CFD has been used, rig testing is 
required to test the real-life behaviour of the nacelle and validate the calculations made 
with CFD. 
The following stage is the design of wing/body/nacelle integration. For this stage the 
nacelle has to be located at the best position available for the engine taking into account 
some of the aspects previously mentioned. The most important aspects to be taken into 
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account are the minimization of the wing interference and safety issues. The position of 
the engine is a crucial step for a proper optimization of the performance of the aircraft and 
the engine, and it is done at this stage. 
The pylon is to be designed to produce the least drag possible, have the structural 
resistance required to hold the engine and vibrations produced during a mission, and have 
space for the ducts necessary for the engine operation (e.g. fuel and cables). The pylon 
modifies the properties of airflow around the wing; therefore the profile of the pylon can 
be modified to minimize the losses and avoid undesirable effects
3
. 
The final stage of the integration is the positioning of the engine. The position from the 
aerodynamic point of view involves the effect of the flow around the airframe affecting 
the overall performance of the aircraft. In a civil aircraft, with underwing installation, the 
effect of the engine on the lift creates a need for a wing redesign in order to keep the lift 
values required (Greff, 1993.) 
Oliveira (2003) considers that there are some extra steps to be taken into account. He 
mentions that when closed coupling is achieved by an iterative design process the wing 
design should be changed as well. These extra steps mentioned by Oliveira are the wing 
local modifications and Nacelle vortex generators.  
4.3 CFD 
CFD is a way of solving fluid flow problems by using numerical methods. There are 
many models and equations to be solved. The most basic equations to be solved are the 
Navier-Stokes equations that are the equations describing the motion of fluid substances. 
In CFD, FEM are used which means the domain of the flow must be divided in a grid. 
The accuracy and consistency of the results of the CFD simulation depends greatly on cell 
size. 
To solve the flow concerning variables, the Navier-Stokes equations are to be solved for 
each cell, also if there are more effects to be considered in the flow (i.e. heat transfer, 
                                                 
3
 The Integration method and nacelle design are based on the notes of Williams (2006)  
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compressibility, turbulence, chemical reactions, etc.) more equations representing these 
effects are needed and the calculations would be more complicated.  
In Fluent (one of the CFD software available at Cranfield University) there are two 
numerical methods to be used as solver of the flow, these are Pressure and density based 
solver. To solve the Navier-Stokes equations by the numerical methods used by Fluent 
the basic approaches are the following. In both methods the velocity is obtained by 
solving the momentum equation. The Pressure based solver uses a pressure correction 
equation to obtain the pressure value, on the other hand the density solver is determined 
from the equation of state. The density is determined in the density based solver by the 
continuity equation.  
  
Figure 4.13 Pressure based solver, segregated and coupled algorithms (Fluent 6.2 Documentation, 2007) 
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The main difference between two solver methods is the way all of the variables are 
solved. In the pressure based solver a projection method is used to determine all of the 
variables. In this method there are two algorithms available, the segregated and coupled 
algorithm. In the segregated algorithm the governing equations are solved sequentially. 
The equations governing the flow are solved simultaneously in the coupled algorithm. A 
basic diagram is shown at  
Figure 4.13. 
The density solves the continuity, momentum and, where appropriate, energy and species 
equations simultaneously, as a coupled algorithm. Other scalars would be solved 
afterwards sequentially. The main steps are illustrated bellow. 
 
Figure 4.14 Density based solver (Fluent 6.2 documentation, 2007) 
In the density based solver, the governing equations are solved simultaneously using two 
different linearization methods, the implicit and explicit method. The implicit method 
uses both existing and unknown values from neighbouring cells. The explicit method uses 
only existing values (Fluent 6.2 documentation, 2007). 
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4.3.1 Turbulence modelling 
Turbulence is very important in the calculation of drag. Pressure and velocity will have 
small variations that would change to fit the turbulent flow going around any object in a 
flow stream. The changes have to be as accurate as possible to get the proper results. 
Different models would give different results, and each model is suitable for different 
types of flow according to the conditions established. 
The most basic equation for turbulent kinetic energy used in almost all of the turbulence 
models is the following: 
 (17) 
For modelling turbulence the following choices are available in Fluent: 
 Spalart-Allmaras model (S-A) 
 k - ε models  
 k - ω models  
 v2 - f model (addon)  
 Reynolds stress model (RSM)  
 Detached eddy simulation (DES) model  
 Large eddy simulation (LES) model  
The S-A, k – ε and k – ω models and their variations are Reynolds Average Navier Stokes 
(RANS). S-A is a one equation model while k – ε and k – ω are two equation models. In 
LES model the large eddies are explicitly calculated being more accurate but more 
computer resource demanding. 
S-A model is written in terms of the eddy viscosity, instead of the turbulent kinetic energy 
(k). Its main advantages are the following (Fluent 6.2 documentation, 2007): 
1. It is simple. It is not necessary to calculate a length scale related to the local shear 
layer thickness. 
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2. It was designed specifically for aerospace applications. 
3. As it is a one equation model, the calculations are faster than two equations 
models. 
It is defined as follows. 
Kinematic Eddy Viscosity:  
 (18) 
Eddy Viscosity Equation: 
 (19) 
Closure Coefficients and Auxiliary Relations: 
,  ,   ,    (20) 
,   , ,    (21) 
,  ,     (22) 
,    ,     (23) 
,         (24) 
The S-A model was created and optimized for aerodynamic applications, mostly for the 
flow past a wing. 
Two equation models use the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulence length or any 
equivalent. The Boussinesq approximation equation (25) and turbulence kinetic equation 
(17) is where most of the two dimension models start. 
         (25) 
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The k-ω model is based on the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and specific dissipation (ω), 
first proposed by Kolmorog in 1942. Since then research on this model has improved and 
the ω equation has evolved since it was first proposed. 
The equations and coefficients used for this model are shown below. 
Kinematic Eddy Viscosity:  
 (26) 
Turbulence Kinetic Energy: 
 (27) 
Specific Dissipation Rate: 
 (28) 
Closure Coefficients and Auxiliary Relations: 
,  ,  ,   ,   (29) 
,  ,      (30) 
,  ,    (31) 
  and       (32) 
The other two equation model in Fluent is the k-ε model, the most popular two-equation 
model according to Wilcox. The model is based on defining the exact equation for ε at a 
precise moment in the N-S equations. The conditions of the flow should satisfy the 
following equation: 
         (33) 
Where  is defined as: 
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       (34) 
Unfortunately introducing the previous equations to the N-S equations would include 
extra difficulties which include several unknown double and triple correlations of velocity 
pressure and velocity gradients. Close approximations have been made to the resulting 
differential model and is called the Standard k-ε model. The model is defined as follows. 
Kinematic Eddy Viscosity 
           (35) 
Turbulence Kinetic Energy 
      (36) 
Dissipation Rate 
    (37) 
Closure coefficients and Auxiliary Relations 
,  ,   ,  (38) 
   and       (39) 
4.3.2 Use of Computational Fluid Dynamics for integration 
The use of CFD in the design of a nacelle and its integration with the airframe has 
improved the understanding of the physics involved. This allows improving the design of 
different elements and reducing the wind tunnel testing required for design or research. 
As the computer technology improves, so does the capacity for a more detailed simulation 
thereby improving the performance of installed engines with fewer resources used on rig 
testing. However, CFD will never completely substitute model testing because the results 
of simulations need validation to be reliable. Kern shows, how in 1988, CFD was seen as 
a future tool to improve many aspects for engine integration, from Nacelle design to 
Engine/airframe integration. 
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The nacelle design process can be divided into three phases, preliminary/conceptual 
design, detailed design and post-test modification phase. According to Cedar (1993), CFD 
is used mostly in the detailed design phase, but it would be more useful in the conceptual 
design because that is the phase when more decisions are to be made, however CFD 
simulation results are not reliable due their inaccuracy. Cedar (1993) says “CFD had had 
limited impact due to the accuracy requirements in the preliminary/conceptual design 
phase. It is however, in the preliminary/conceptual design phase that installation CFD 
can have the greatest impact, as it is in this phase that the most important design 
decisions are made”. The use of CFD for nacelle design at the second stage of design is 
very useful because the grids used for the analysis of isolated and installed nacelles can 
be the same. 
Chimera is a CFD grid generation technique used in GE for engine integration. Chimera 
is a grid block structure method where the blocks for each component can be overlapped. 
In Figure 4.16 there is an example of the different blocks that can be used for the 
integration of an airframe and an engine. The main difference with a standard multi-block 
grid and a Chimera overset grid system is the method of transferring the information 
between blocks. For the standard system the blocks must share faces, if these blocks share 
points, the information transfer is simple substitution, in case the points do not match the 
information is transferred with a 2D interpolation in every plane. For Chimera the basis is 
the same but for overlapping volumes, the interpolation is 3D. The penalty of this method 
is an extra step required for interpolation and has to be inserted between grid generation 
and flow solver phases. The big advantage of the method is that the complexity of the 
analysis can be increased in stages through the design process (Cedar, 1993). 
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Figure 4.15 Grids for an isolated Inlet and an installed Nacelle (Joubert, 1993) 
The design of the isolated nacelle can be divided in two steps, design of the inlet and the 
design of the exhaust system. Each one of these steps can be divided into four steps 
(basically the same as described above) these are: 1. Preliminary Design, 2. Geometric 
Optimization, 3. Performances Optimization and 4. Scale model test. 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) is used for the Preliminary stage design. CFD is used for 
the second and third stages. Joubert (1993) uses different models to make the calculations 
for each of the stages; Inverse axisymetric potential and 3D Euler methods are used for 
the inlet design and Axisymetric Euler solver and Navier Stokes simulations for the 
Exhaust system. 
There are three methods used for solving CFD problems (Rudnik, 2001). These are Euler, 
Euler with boundary layer displacement and Navier Stokes methods (see Figure 4.17). 
The simplest one is the Euler method and can be used where the flow can be considered 
inviscid without altering the final results substantially. There is an improvement for the 
Euler method which is the addition of a boundary layer displacement. The displacement 
helps for a more precise calculation of some viscous effects. The Navier Stokes methods 
take into account viscous effects making the results closer to experimental methods. The 
drawback of Navier Stokes methods is their computational costs as simulations based in 
Navier Stokes methods use four times more resources than Euler with viscous effects 
methods. 
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Figure 4.16 Chimera Grid generation Technique (Cedar, 1993) 
Both Euler and Navier Stokes methods were used in a work carried out by Paté (1995) to 
compare the results from both methods. The results obtained from the analysis on an 
isolated nacelle are very similar for cruise condition showing better results for the top of 
the nacelle with the Navier Stokes methods. At high speeds the Navier Stokes method is 
significantly more accurate for shock positions. For spillage drag calculations both 
methods are very inaccurate, with the Navier-Stokes slightly being better. 
 
Figure 4.17  Capabilities of different numerical approaches (Rudnik, 2002) 
Two Drag prediction workshops have been proposed by AIAA. Several companies 
including Boeing, Airbus, NASA, Fluent Inc., CFX and others took part in the research. 
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The results for the second Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW) where shown in Reno, 
USA. Each simulation has its own approach, including different types of mesh, 
turbulence models and solver. Two required cases were considered by all of the 
researching partners and two other optional cases were simulated. The simulations are 
based on the DLR-F6 geometry designed by DLR. The wind tunnel tests were performed 
in cooperation between ONERA (“National Office of Aerospatiale Studies and Research” 
in France) and DLR (“German Aerospace Centre”). For a detailed description of 
methodologies and results see the paper written by Lafin et al. (2004). 
4.3.3 Grid Generation 
The quality of a CFD simulation depends mostly on the grid used. Grid generation is 
based upon structured (typically quad cells are used in 2D models and hexagonal for 3D 
models) and unstructured meshes (triangular cells are the most common type in 2D and 
tetragonal for 3D models) each one of them with advantages and disadvantages. A 
structured mesh should be used if the geometry of the model influences specific 
characteristics (Rubini, 2004). Blocked grids is a method for meshing that allows 
combining different types of grids according to the requirements of the simulation or the 
flow characteristics at different sections of the domain. 
There are several types of structured grids that can be used, most of them are based on 
two types of grids, C and H grids. In the literature regarding CFD for engine/airframe 
integration different types of grids are used. The most common mesh used is a block with 
C grid near the intake and H type at the far field and nozzle (Joubert, 1993; Keith, 1993; 
Li, 2000; Pate, 1995). On the other hand, simulations have been carried out using other 
type of meshes like unstructured (Devine, 2004) or H-type throughout the domain 
(Uenishi, 1990) and obtained good results. 
Unstructured meshes also have been used for integration. Devine (2004) tried to study 
effects of a nacelle/pylon in a modern aircraft using an unstructured mesh of around 
10,000,000 nodes. Koc (2005) was concerned about the drag and shock strength of the 
pylon surface at climb condition with an unstructured mesh of more than 2,500,000 cells. 
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5 Isolated nacelle (2D simulations) 
5.1 Geometric Model Design 
The first stage of the project is based on 2D simulations of the isolated nacelle. The 
nacelle was split in two different models. The two models are the afterbody (intake) and 
forebody (nozzle). Both models are axisymmetric. The results of this stage of the project 
set the basis for the next stage. 
The model generated is a nacelle for a turbofan of a VHBR. The overall dimensions of 
the nacelle were given by VITAL. These dimensions are for a real nacelle, therefore the 
keel and crown have different values for many of the geometric parameters, mainly for 
the inlet. To create an axisymmetric model of a nacelle based on real dimensions it is 
necessary to set standard values. Special attention should be given to boundary layer 
separation in the generated model. The consideration for the base design values given 
below: 
 Intake tip diameter is the average of both the keel and crown diameters given by 
VITAL. 
 The throat base diameter is set to keep the same throat area. It is circular with the 
centre between the keel and the crown. The average of the diameter of the throat 
at both points is the diameter of the axisymmetric model. 
 The outside diameter is the average diameter of both maximum diameters. 
 The nozzle outlet diameters were set according to the area required by the cycle 
design. 
 For the length of the intake cowl, an average of the lengths of the keel and crown 
given was taken. 
 Also the inner lengths were given and were different. An average was used. 
 The other dimensions were taken from those provided by VITAL or assumed. 
A NACA-1 profile was chosen for the external shape of the fan, a super ellipse for the lip 
and a sp-line for the nozzle cowl and the inner part of the intake. 
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5.1.1 Forebody profile 
Three main sections were designed for the intake. A NACA-1 profile was used for the 
bypass cowl, a super ellipse for the lip and a sp-line for the diffuser of the intake. 
The NACA-1 profile was calculated using the method shown by Seddon and Goldsmith 
(1999). For the calculations of the profile shape only the length and maximum diameter 
are required. 
The lip geometry is designed as a super ellipse. The super ellipse features four main 
parameters „a‟, „b‟, „m‟ and „n‟ (see Figure 5.1). The curve equation is: 
1
nm
a
y
b
x
   (40) 
A super ellipse is a closed curve. For the lip geometry only one section of the curve is 
required. The section needed is one quarter of the curve. It can be plotted using the 
following equation derived from equation (40). 
nm
b
x
ay
1
1    (41) 
In the project, the parameters „m‟, „n‟ and „a‟ are assumed. The parameter „b‟ is obtained 
from the relationship between the throat and highlight diameters. „a‟ is a parameter that is 
going to be obtained from a relationship with „b‟, instead of using „a‟ the relationship 
„a/b‟ is to be used. „a/b‟ is a parameter that should be always above 1. Also „m‟ should be 
above „n‟ (Aimer 2005, Balkota 2005). 
The inner shape of the diffuser is a sp-line. The parameters required for the curve were 
assumed to start at the throat with an angle parallel to the engine axis. The shape is a 
smooth curve to avoid boundary layer separation. At the end of the curve the diameter has 
to be the same as the fan diameter and be parallel to the engine axis. The length around 
the inner shape of the intake (lip and diffuser) was set as the average of the crown and 
keel dimensions of the „a‟ parameter of the super ellipse and the diffuser length given by 
VITAL. 
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Figure 5.1 Super ellipse parameters 
The final curve taken into account is the mid body. The mid body is a straight line, 
parallel to the axis. The line is assumed to be long enough to prevent any of the 
aerodynamic effects produced by the intake that would affect the outflow of the domain. 
5.1.2 Afterbody profile 
The afterbody profile design is based on four different curves. These are the midbody, the 
bypass cowl, core cowl and the exhaust cone. 
The bypass cowl is designed to avoid a boundary layer separation at the top and to 
produce the least turbulence possible. The curvature has to be the same (or very similar) 
to the midbody to avoid the boundary layer separation. This is due to the high flow 
velocities around the cowl combined with the changes of pressure produced by the 
decrease in velocity. The bypass outlet should have a specific angle and the cowl of the 
nozzle should end in a very similar angle to avoid turbulence, also the air flow should be 
as smooth as possible. Because of these reasons the bypass cowl profile starts with a 
circumference tangential to MB until the profile angle is the same as the flow exhaust 
angle. The circumference section is followed by a straight line with the same angle with 
the axis determined by the data given by VITAL. 
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The core cowl is a surface between two airflows with a high speed and temperature. 
Therefore the shape has to be very similar for both airflow directions. The shape chosen 
was a straight line making an angle similar to the nozzle of the core exhaust. The angle 
has to be chosen to avoid producing turbulence. Therefore the angle must be larger than 
the bypass nozzle angle and very similar to the core nozzle exhaust angle. 
Finally, the exhaust cone is set as a straight line with an angle larger than the core exhaust 
angle to allow a smooth expansion and long enough to avoid a boundary layer separation 
produced by the pressure fall. 
The overall dimensions for both afterbody and forebody are shown in the image below. 
Notice that in the 2D the axis spinner was not designed due to the low influence of the 
spinner over the drag produced by the nacelle in axial flow. 
 
Figure 5.2 Nacelle design parameters4 
5.2 Parameters variation 
To perform the drag analysis a variation of the most important parameters is required. For 
the afterbody only two parameters were used. The drag bookkeeping system only requires 
                                                 
4
 In Figure 5.2 a real nacelle is shown. The parameters in the figure are sufficient for an axisymmetric 
design. To design a real nacelle more parameters are required. The values for the crown and keel 
design parameters are different. 
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data from the flow around the nacelle, because of this only the shape of the bypass 
exhaust is changed. The forebody requires more detail in the design. The properties of the 
flow going into the engine affect the flow going around, therefore the influence of the 
inner section parameters of the engine are to be analyzed as well. 
The afterbody is analysed by changing the bypass external diameter
5
 (Db) and angle (αb). 
The Db is changed by increasing it by 2.5 and 1.25%, and decreasing it by 1.25, 2.5, 3.75, 
5, 6.25 and 7.5% with respect to the base geometry. αb was changed in a range of -10% to 
20%. Each parameter was changed independently and with the other kept at base value. 
There are a total eighteen different models of the afterbody; nine models are varying Db 
and ten with different αb (in both sets the base model is included). 
For the analysis of the forebody five parameters analysed: maximum diameter (Dmax), 
highlight diameter (Dhigh), throat diameter (Dth), intake length (L) and the parameter „a‟ 
of the lip curve. In all of the models created only one parameter value was changed at a 
time in 1% increments or decrements. Only Dmax and Dhigh were changed at the same 
time, giving 4 different values to each parameter, 16 models were designed. Five values 
were given to the other three parameters. In total 28 models were created (fifteen 
changing Dmax and Dhigh, four changing Dth, four changing L, four changing the lip 
length („a‟) and the base model). 
5.3 Meshing strategy 
5.3.1 Afterbody 
For the grid of the afterbody different models were used. Different structures were used in 
order to achieve a convergent CFD model. None of the non-convergent grids is described 
in this document. Different shapes for the far-field were considered and H and C meshes 
were created in order to achieve convergence. 
In order to get the convergence, the nozzle cell was designed to be as a structured mesh 
over all of the domain. Fine cells were used near the nozzle and they expanded as it went 
away from the nacelle. 
                                                 
5
 The internal diameter is set by the area required by the nozzle. 
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Due to the pressure differences required for the nozzle of the engine a fine mesh was 
required after the exhaust plane. The mesh was created in several sections. A total of 
seven sections were required. The zones which were used can be seen in Figure 5.3. 
These zones were created in order to have a better control of the distribution of the cells 
and their size. The total number of cells in the meshes was different for each one of the 
models created but for all of them it is above 450,000. 
 
Figure 5.3 Afterbody grid zones (Coarse mesh shown) 
5.3.1.1 Mesh independence 
To evaluate the mesh independence another two grids were created with different cell 
sizes and a triangular mesh (Figure 5.4). A coarse mesh with 25% of the total number of 
cells was created. The number of nodes was cut by half on each segment therefore the 
number of cells in each section was reduced by one quarter. 
A finer mesh with four times bigger than the original was created. The fine mesh was 
created by doubling the number of nodes on each section. 
The last mesh is an unstructured triangular mesh. The zones used for the structured mesh 
were deleted and the unstructured one is made of one zone only. The parameters used are 
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very similar to the medium sized one although some sides are different in order for the 
grid to be created. 
Coarse 
 
Medium 
 
Fine 
 
Triangular 
 
Figure 5.4 Grids created in order to evaluate the mesh independence of the nozzle. 
5.3.2 Forebody 
Different grids were created for the intake. Only the mesh that converged is presented in 
this document. Several kinds of meshes were tried for this model. The final mesh was a 
hybrid mesh of a C mesh around the intake and an unstructured mesh near the axis, 
around the C mesh and the far field. 
The mesh was created by separating the entire domain in seven sections with different 
characteristics, see Figure 5.5. The separation was made to control the shape and 
distribution of the cells. Section one and two (midbody and inner body respectively) were 
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meshed in order to evaluate the flow effects on the boundary layer. The length of all of 
the cells on the x axis (the nacelle) are the same, for the y axis the length is very small 
length near the nacelle and increases as it separates from it. Section three (intake cowl) is 
also meshed with four side elements. The side element representing the intake cowl starts 
with a cell length similar that of section one and decreases until it gets to the nacelle 
highlight where section three finishes. The grid for section four was designed by using 
five sides, the most important are for the lip and the expansion section. The expansion 
section cell lengths decrease from the length similar to those in section two and to a very 
short length. This short length is constant for the lip section. Section five is an 
unstructured triangular mesh which includes the area around the cowl in both the outflow 
and inside the intake. The boundaries of section five with the exception of the structured 
mesh, have the same size for each cell. Sections six and seven cover the rest of the 
domain with an unstructured triangular mesh. Near the intake the size of the cells is 
similar to section five and it expands as it gets further from the nacelle until it gets to the 
far field borders. 
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Figure 5.5 Forebody meshing sections 
5.3.2.1 Mesh independence 
Two meshes were generated for the grid independence analysis. One grid was set as the 
reference. A finer grid was generated by decreasing the number of cells at each boundary 
by half and therefore reducing the total number of cells nearly by one quarter. To increase 
the number of cells the number of sections at each of the boundaries was doubled and 
therefore the total number of cells was approximately quadrupled (See the figure below). 
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Figure 5.6 Three meshes created to analyze the mesh independency 
5.4 CFD 
5.4.1 Simulation Parameters and Solver 
For the CFD simulation of both of the models there was a problem with their convergence 
due to their axisymmetric shape. According to Dr. Philip Rubini the convergence of 
axisymmetric models is more easily achieved by making a transient simulation instead of 
a steady state one. The time period simulated must be small enough for the model to 
converge then the model would get into a steady state. 
Also, the convergence should be obtained by dividing the simulation into two stages. The 
first stage was to allow the airflow set with the initial conditions to get out of the domain. 
Non-viscous flow was used to avoid divergence at the first stage. After the laminar flow 
simulation stage air viscosity was taken into account to calculate the final result. The time 
period considered was 10% of the time a particle should take to cross the entire domain in 
the free stream section. 
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5.4.2 Convergence 
Usually the convergence of a CFD simulation is based on the residuals. For the 
simulations at this stage the residual could not be set as the convergence parameter due to 
the size of the grid and the requirements of the result near the wall. The residuals in these 
simulations got asymptotic above the convergence criteria values (See figure below). 
 
Figure 5.7 Simulation residuals got asymptotic (Afterbody simulation shown)6 
When the residuals cease to decrease due to meshing size an alternative convergence 
criterion has to be taken. The convergence was set on a Drag and Lift Coefficients 
criteria. When they stay constant at a certain value can be considered that the simulation 
has converged, as is shown in Figure 5.8.  
                                                 
6
 Fluent does not keep registry of all of the residuals history unless required. For this image only the 
last time steps (the asymptotic section) are shown. 
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Figure 5.8 Drag Coefficient Convergence criterion (Afterbody simulation shown) 
Same criterion was used for both of the simulations, the afterbody and forebody. 
5.5 Initial Conditions 
For a time dependent simulation it is very important to consider the initial conditions in 
both convergence and the result accuracy. 
The convergence usually depends on the initial conditions. The conditions are based on 
the free stream but some parameters were changed to avoid divergence. The main 
parameters to be considered in the initial conditions are the following: 
 Density 
 Velocity 
 Pressure  
 Temperature 
Drag Coefficient
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-1
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0
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d
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The most important parameter to be changed in order to avoid divergence is the velocity. 
The velocity was set to lower values from the Far Field value (Mach number of 0.82). 
5.6 y+ parameter 
To obtain accurate turbulence results a special consideration on the grid has to be made. 
As the drag depends on the turbulence of the flow near the nacelle, small cells must be 
used. The non-dimensional parameter y+ is used to evaluate the size of the meshes to 
evaluate turbulent dependent parameters.  
Y+ is a result-based value calculated using the velocity, shear stress, density and 
viscosity. It is calculated with the following formula 
Pyuy     (42) 
where uτ is the friction velocity
7
, yP is the distance from point P to the wall, ρ is the fluid 
density, and μ is the fluid viscosity at point P. 
According to Fluent manual, for non-equilibrium wall functions y+ should be in the range 
of 30<y+<300, a value near 30 is desirable. 
5.7 Afterbody simulations 
5.7.1 Main parameters 
The main parameters for the simulations are given here. The solver used was the Pressure 
Based, axisymmetric and unsteady solver. The viscous model used was a k-ε standard 
model. 
The Boundary conditions (shown in Figure 5.9) are; 
1.  Free stream- Pressure inlet 
2. Far-field – Pressure far field 
                                                 
7
 Friction velocity is calculated with the formula wwu  
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3. Outflow – Pressure outlet 
4. Axis 
5. Cold exhaust – mass flow inlet 
6. Hot exhaust – mass flow inlet8 
 
Figure 5.9 Boundary Conditions for The afterbody (not to scale) 
5.7.2 Mesh Dependency Analysis 
After achieving convergence in one of the simulations an analysis of the mesh 
independence was carried out. Three more grids were generated each with different cell 
density and form, see Chapter 5.3.1.1. 
                                                 
8
 The Cold and hot exhausts both are set as inlet. This may seem wrong, because the exhausts are 
actually outlets of the engine, but both are airflow inlets to the domain of the simulation.  
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For every simulation the same parameters are used, including the mesh independence 
analysis. The parameters considered for this analysis are those that have a direct influence 
on the drag. These are pressure and friction force. These can be analysed in different 
surfaces, but the surface where the drag is created is on the bypass cowl, therefore is the 
only one taken into account. The core cowl and exhaust cone also produce axial forces 
which have to be considered by the engine manufacturer mainly. 
The reference values are set in Fluent. These values are used mostly for the parameter of 
2
2
1
refref v , this is equal to the dynamic head of reference. 
For each cell near the cowl there is a different value of Cp and Cf, all of these values are 
plotted in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. 
 
Figure 5.10 Comparison of the Cf for the afterbody 
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of the Cp for the afterbody 
From the figures above it is possible to see that the results obtained from the calculations 
made with the four grids are very similar. A similarity of the results can be evaluated by 
calculating the maximum and minimum errors. A reference must be chosen. Assuming 
that the calculations made with the fine grid are the most accurate then they are chosen as 
the reference values. The following table shows the comparison data obtained by the 
statistical analysis. 
Table 1 Afterbody mesh dependency Cf and Cp comparison 
 Cf Cp 
Grid Maximum 
error (%) 
Maximum 
error (%) 
Coarse  19.48 1.53 
Medium 8.01 0.65 
Triangular 9.13 0.47 
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The error values for the pressure coefficient are very small in the three cases, all below 
1.5%. For the friction coefficient the error values seem to be large for the coarse mesh but 
come down to acceptable values for the medium and triangular meshes. The high values 
of the friction coefficient could be produced by noise generated out of the calculations. 
Fortunately the value of the AB drag is based mainly on the pressure forces. 
5.7.3 y+ analysis 
The y+ for the afterbody is calculated only for the bypass cowl without considering the 
midbody section. In Figure 5.12 is an example of the y+ plots. From all of the afterbody 
simulations the results are similar to the ones shown below. 
The values obtained in this case are between 41 and 46 thereby complying with the 
requirement mentioned in chapter 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.12 The y+ parameter for one of the Afterbody simulations 
5.7.4 Parameters to be analyzed 
To analyze the drag produced by the AB the main parameters are basically the ones 
setting the shape of the external nacelle. The shape of the sections of the engine inside the 
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inner flow remains unchanged because it was assumed that their change would not affect 
the drag by a significant amount. 
The parameters considered for the analysis are the following: 
 Maximum Diameter 
 Exhaust angle 
The exhaust angle is the angle between the axis of symmetry and the tangent of the AB 
cowl at the maximum down flow point. 
The exhaust diameter was not considered in the simulations analysis because it is a 
parameter set by the engine designers. If the diameter were changed then the core cowl 
section also would require a modification to keep the same exhaust area and this analysis 
was not considered in the initial scheme. Changing the bypass exhaust area would change 
the aerodynamic parameters and would modify the uninstalled performance of the engine. 
The numbers shown below are normalized to a reference value. The range of values is 
given as follows: 
Table 2 Values to be analyzed for the 2D Afterbody simulations (relative to a reference value) 
Dmax αbypass 
0.925 0.900 
0.938 0.950 
0.950 0.970 
0.963 0.990 
0.975 1.000 
0.988 1.010 
1.000 1.030 
1.013 1.050 
1.025 1.200 
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5.7.5 Results and analysis 
The two figures shown below are an example of the profile of pressure and velocity 
obtained from the simulation. It is worth mentioning that although in Figure 5.14 it 
appears as if the bypass and core flows are subsonic, in real flow should there be small 
shockwaves influencing the boundary layer development in both stream flows (Keith, 
1993). These shockwaves do not appear in the calculations because the size of the grid is 
not small enough to show them. Although they not appear in the simulation calculations 
the influence on the drag calculations is not significant because the error is in the inner 
flow stream calculations. 
 
Figure 5.13 Afterbody contours of Pressure Coefficient 
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Figure 5.14 Afterbody contours of Mach number for a small maximum diameter nacelle 
 
Figure 5.15 After body contours of Mach number for a large maximum diameter nacelle 
The results for all of the simulations are shown in the following tables. The plots of the 
results are shown and analyzed after the tables. 
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Table 3 Afterbody pressure, viscous and drag coefficients for different maximum diameters 
Dmax rel (%) Cp_rel (%) Cμ_rel (%) Cd_rel (%) 
-7.50 -33.41 -2.04 -29.70 
-6.25 -25.88 -1.27 -23.06 
-5.00 -18.96 -0.57 -16.96 
-3.75 -13.68 -0.17 -12.31 
-2.50 -8.95 0.05 -8.17 
-1.25 -4.53 0.12 -4.32 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.25 4.83 -0.24 3.78 
2.50 10.55 -0.63 8.70 
Table 4 Afterbody pressure, viscous and drag forces for different exhaust angles 
α_rel (%) Cp_rel (%) Cμ_rel (%) Cd_rel (%) 
-10.00 -2.96 -0.59 -2.65 
-5.00 -3.09 -0.60 -2.76 
-3.00 -1.99 -0.36 -1.77 
-1.00 -0.80 -0.12 -0.71 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.00 0.32 0.09 0.29 
3.00 1.42 0.28 1.27 
5.00 2.50 0.48 2.23 
20.00 9.28 1.54 8.25 
To calculate the Drag of the afterbody the post-exit force needs to be estimated. In Fluent 
the drag given by the software is the addition of the pressure and viscous force, but this is 
not the case for the drag as defined in section 4.2.1; to calculate the AB drag the post-exit 
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force must be added. The post-exit force is also called post-exit thrust because it is a force 
in the direction of thrust. 
In the notes of Aircraft Engine Integration by Mr D. Williams (2006) it said that a Nozzle 
Pressure Ratio (NPR) value is enough to calculate a value of the ideal post-exit forces. It 
may be seen that the ideal post-exit thrust is quite significant. Unfortunately, in real flow 
the magnitude of this force depends on the type of nozzle employed and the design of the 
afterbody. The real flow value departs from the ideal flow usually used to calculate this 
value. 
Table 5 Relation of the NPR and ideal post-exit force taken from Aircraft Engine Integration Notes of Mr. D. 
Williams (2006). 
NPR = 1.853 3 5 10 15 ∞ 
Φpost/FG9 (%) = 0 .83 3.55 8.78 12.1 51.4 
The NPR for the bypass nozzle of all of the models is below 1.83. Therefore the post exit 
force is assumed to be very low and is ignored in the AB drag calculations in this project. 
For both of the figures shown below there is a comparison of the change of the viscous 
drag (C ) and the wet surface (A) of the nacelle. The measurement is made from the tip 
of the AB and the nozzle, the point where the external and bypass flows start to run 
alongside and mix. 
 
Figure 5.16 Comparing the Viscous drag coefficient changing the maximum diameter 
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In Figure 5.16 the change of the diameter can be seen to be quite significant to the 
calculations of viscous drag. A small increase of the maximum diameter would generate a 
significant change in the wet surface. The area is increasing with the maximum diameter 
and the drag produced also increases until it gets to a maximum point where the viscous 
force decreases if the maximum diameter is increased. The viscous drag is decreased 
because the velocity change is larger with a big maximum diameter than the one with a 
small diameter therefore the drag is larger at the up-flow point and smaller at the exhaust 
point (see figures Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15). 
 
 
Figure 5.17 Comparing the Viscous drag coefficient changing the exhaust angle 
The exhaust angle of the AB is of low significance for the velocity changes. In Figure 
5.17 the change of viscous drag can be seen to be closely related to the wet surface area. 
This is because the velocity profile changes are very small in relation to the angle change. 
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Figure 5.18 Pressure profiles over the Afterbody for changing of maximum diameter 
 
Figure 5.19 Influence of Dmax on viscous, pressure and drag coefficients on the AB 
The main influence for AB drag is the pressure, as can be seen in Figure 5.19. The drag 
changes are linked mostly to the pressure drag and increased or decreased by a small 
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amount by viscous drag. A nacelle with a large maximum diameter produced a large 
velocity change, therefore the pressure also changes significantly, as can be seen in 
Figure 5.18. 
At the exhaust point of the AB there is a sudden decrease of pressure in all of the 
simulations. The pressure on the surface of the AB cowl is very difficult to calculate 
(Covert, 1985). The main reason for this change is the bypass flow influence on the 
external flow. The sudden change or pressure could produce a boundary layer separation 
and turbulence at the end of the boattail. 
 
Figure 5.20 Pressure profiles over the Afterbody for changing of exhaust angle 
The AB drag is not influenced significantly by the change of the exhaust angle. As can be 
seen in Figure 5.21 the drag change is below 5% with a change of 10% of the angle. In 
Figure 5.20 shows how the pressure changes are very small for all of the simulations, 
even with a large variation ( + 20%) the pressure changes are not very large. 
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The main issue about the angle is the propensity of causing a boundary layer separation 
with large angles. The boundary layer separation would decrease the pressure of the 
boattail generating a pulling pressure force that would make the drag force increase. With 
the conditions established for the simulations at this stage there is no significant impact in 
the drag. 
 
Figure 5.21 Drag change for the change of the maximum diameter and the bypass exhaust angle 
5.8 Forebody simulations 
5.8.1 Main parameters 
For the intake the parameters for the solver are very similar to the Afterbody. The main 
difference is that it was run in a density based solver. It was also an axisymmetric and 
unsteady solver. The turbulence model is also a k-ε. 
The boundary conditions are the following: (See Figure 5.22) 
1. Free stream – Pressure Outlet 
2. Far field – Pressure Far Field 
3. Inlet – Pressure Far field 
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4. Axis 
5. Fan – Pressure outlet with a Mass Flow set 
 
Figure 5.22 Forebody boundary conditions (not to scale) 
5.8.2 Mesh Dependency Analysis 
For this analysis the meshes generated, as described in section 5.3.2.1, were analysed in 
cruise conditions. All of the boundary conditions remained the same for all of the 
simulations and the only parameters changed were those used to get the convergence. 
The parameters used previously for the afterbody analysis (Section 5.7.2) were used for 
the forebody. The results are shown in the figures below. The plots for the three grids are 
very similar and it is possible to conclude that the results do not depend on the mesh, 
therefore the medium mesh was used to make the simulations.  
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Figure 5.23 Forebody Cf comparison for the mesh independence analysis 
 
Figure 5.24 Forebody Cp comparison for the mesh independence analysis 
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The maximum error could not be used for the evaluation of mesh independence because 
at the stagnation point the velocity values are too low and generate large errors. The 
errors are much lower away from the stagnation point. In Figure 5.25  it can be seen that 
away from the stagnation point the error percentage is below 15%, and for the most part 
below 5%. The high spot of the errors around x/x_ref=1.5 is because there is a point 
where the velocity and pressure show a slight change of position in the grids which is 
unnoticeable in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 but is shown in the figure below. because 
there is a spot where the velocity and pressure have a slightly change that is changed in 
position in the grids in an unnoticeable way in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24, but reflected 
in the figure below. 
 
Figure 5.25 Comparing the Cf and Cp of the coarse and medium meshes with the fine one 
5.8.3 y+ analysis 
For the forebody the flow velocity near the wall increases until it gets near or even above 
sonic conditions (M ≥ 1). In the figure below it is possible to see that the size of the mesh 
is suitable for the analysis of transonic conditions. The y+ parameter for most of the inlet 
cowl is above 30. Although part of the nacelle is below 30 it is reasonably close to the 
value and it is not a big section of the mesh. The results unfortunately may be slightly 
inaccurate near the mid section where these low y+ value spots are found. 
Unfortunately the y+ parameters are obtained after the simulations. To get proper values 
would require going back almost to the beginning of grid design stage. The limitations of 
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computational resources and time availability did not allow for the remaking all of the 
simulations. It was assumed that the errors in the results are not highly significant. 
 
Figure 5.26 Y+ analysis for the Forebody 
5.8.4 Parameters to be analyzed 
 
Figure 5.27 Drag Change with respect to the lip length 
The parameters analyzed in the forebody are mentioned in section 5.2. The amount 
changed is shown in the tables below. 
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There are a total of 29 geometries including the base geometry.  
There is also another parameter considered in section 5.2, but it is not included in the 
tables above. The parameter is the length of the lip. These parameters threw very small 
changes in the drag (see above). These small variations are considered to be due to the 
uncertainty of the calculations. 
Table 6 Change of Maximum Diameter and Highlight Diameters for the different geometries 
Dmax Dhigh 
-2.0% -2.0% 
-1.0% -2.0% 
0.0% -2.0% 
1.0% -2.0% 
-2.0% -1.0% 
-1.0% -1.0% 
0.0% -1.0% 
1.0% -1.0% 
-2.0% 0.0% 
-1.0% 0.0% 
1.0% 0.0% 
-2.0% 1.0% 
-1.0% 1.0% 
0.0% 1.0% 
1.0% 1.0% 
The Dmax and Dhigh changes were combined to give a four by four matrix of 
combinations including the base geometry. 
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Table 7 Change of Throat Diameter and Total Nacelle Length 
Dth Length 
-2.0% -2.0% 
-1.0% -1.0% 
0.0% 0.0% 
1.0% 0.5% 
2.0% 1.7% 
5.8.5 Results and analysis 
A few examples of the results obtained from the simulations are shown in the figures 
below. In Figure 5.28 it is shown how there is a supersonic velocity spot that produces a 
change in the pressure coefficient profile smoothness (see Figure 5.29.) This high velocity 
point is created by the spillage flow that has to go faster than the stream flow in order to 
keep the mass flow constant. There is even a small point where the air flows against the 
free stream flow (see Figure 5.30) this is why the air can reach supersonic speeds near the 
intake tip and slows down downstream (see Figure 5.28.) 
 
Figure 5.28 Mach number profiles for a forebody model 
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Figure 5.29  Pressure coefficient profiles for a forebody model 
 
Figure 5.30 Velocity vectors at the highlight point of an intake 
The figures below show how the supersonic velocity areas for a cruise condition flow 
change according to the geometry of the forebody. An increase in the Dhigh would 
require a more sudden change in the velocity direction of the spillage flow. That is the 
reason for the high speed flow nearer to the tip. 
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From the data obtained from the simulations the drag is calculated from the two basic 
drag parameters, viscous and pressure forces. In Table 8 the impact of each of the 
parameters used for the drag calculations is shown. 
To calculate the pre-entry drag (Cd-pre) some extra measurements are required. The 
Newton‟s second law is applied to the internal flow going into the intake. The Momentum 
Flux and Pressure forces are calculated by integrating the values in the area limited by the 
stagnation line all around the centre line. In the 2D model this area is defined just by the 
line perpendicular to a centre line passing and limited by the centre line and the 
stagnation point. 
 
Figure 5.31 Supersonic areas for a small Dmax with a small (left) and large (right) Dhigh 
 
Figure 5.32 Supersonic areas for a large Dmax with a small (left) and large (right) Dhigh 
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Table 8 Forebody force changes (the bold figures are the data from the base geometry) 
Parameters analyzed 
Cp Cμ Cd Cd_pre Cd_tot 
Dmax Dhigh 
-2.00% -2.00% -6.55% -3.09% -6.91% -10.92% -17.03% 
-2.00% -1.00% -14.42% -2.78% -15.63% -11.17% -4.38% 
-2.00% 0.00% -10.01% -3.56% -10.68% -0.87% 14.08% 
-2.00% 1.00% 1.59% -1.90% 1.95% 8.00% 17.22% 
-0.99% -2.00% -6.12% -1.68% -6.58% -10.73% -17.06% 
-0.99% -1.00% 1.06% -1.29% 1.31% -3.13% -9.90% 
-0.99% 0.00% -8.70% -1.81% -9.42% -4.40% 3.25% 
-0.99% 1.00% 3.21% -1.88% 3.74% 7.29% 12.69% 
0.00% -2.00% -5.68% -0.27% -6.25% -10.26% -16.38% 
0.00% -1.00% 0.17% 0.16% 0.17% -3.77% -9.77% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
0.00% 1.00% 4.86% -0.10% 5.38% 6.81% 8.99% 
0.99% -2.00% -5.81% 0.86% -6.51% -9.98% -15.28% 
0.99% -1.00% 3.96% 1.26% 4.24% -1.62% -10.54% 
0.99% 0.00% 1.92% 1.31% 1.99% 1.19% -0.03% 
0.99% 1.00% 7.43% 1.51% 8.05% 7.41% 6.44% 
    Cp Cμ Cd Cd_pre Cd_tot 
D
th
 
-2.01% -7.12% 0.25% -7.89% 0.28% 12.72% 
-0.99% -6.49% 0.15% -7.18% -1.95% 6.03% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
0.99% 8.77% 0.01% 9.68% 2.93% -7.35% 
2.01% 1.59% -0.24% 1.78% -2.55% -9.16% 
L
e
n
g
th
 
-1.98% -1.84% -1.18% -1.91% -1.31% -0.41% 
-0.99% -0.56% -0.59% -0.55% -0.43% -0.25% 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
0.52% 3.57% 0.64% 3.87% 1.89% -1.13% 
1.67% 4.48% 1.03% 4.84% 2.38% -1.37% 
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Figure 5.33 Change of total drag changed by the variation of Dmax and Dhigh 
The highlight and maximum diameters are closely linked in the drag generation of an 
intake as shown in Figure 5.33. If the highlight diameter increases drag is expected to 
increase. The maximum diameter can increase or decrease the drag depending on the 
highlight diameter value. The Dhigh with one percent larger than the base geometry 
makes the drag decrease when the Dmax increases, on the other hand, for a Dhigh two 
percent smaller then the drag and the Dmax will increase. 
The increase or decrease of the total drag depends of the shape of the cowl i.e. the 
relationship between the Dhigh and Dmax. Differences between them will cause the 
velocity magnitude and pressure to change. The wet surface also changes. Integrating the 
pressure over the cowl surface makes the final FB pressure cowl force in a direction 
against the free flow for this geometry. The main component of the drag is the pre-entry 
drag but it barely changes relate to Dmax and mainly by the change of Dhigh, as shown in 
Figure 5.34. The third component is the viscous drag (C ) over the cowl. This force 
generates a very small force compared to the other two components and is changed 
mostly in relation to the Dmax size. The reduction of Dmax of 2.0 % gives a reduction of 
3.0 % and the increase of 1.0 % will result into an increase of C  of approximately 1.0 %. 
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Figure 5.34 Variation of pre entry force (drag) with respect of the change of Dhigh and Dmax 
The part each of the components of the total drag is the following: C  = 3.7, Cp_cowl = 
38.6 % and Cd_pre = 57.8%
9
. 
Assuming Dmax and Dhigh to be constant and varying the throat diameter (Dth) the drag 
is changed mostly now by the Cp and Cd_pre. 
The Cd_tot decreases as the Dth increases. The reduction of the drag is because the flow 
speed increases and therefore the pressure decreases. The pressure reduction has an 
influence on both the Cp and Cd_pre. The changes are small and the Figure 5.35 shows 
how both changes are less than +/- 5 %.  
By changing the length of the intake cowl the pressure around the nacelle remains with 
very low variations, the only real difference to be taken into account for drag calculations 
is the small increase of viscous drag. 
 
                                                 
9
 The percentages may not add up 100 % due to the averaging of each component separately.  
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Figure 5.35 Change of Drag and its components related to the variation of the throath diameter. 
The pressure forces do not change much because the velocity profiles remain almost the 
same, also the projected area of the wet surface remains the same. The only real change is 
on the viscous force, although really small, there is a change because the wet surface 
changes producing a variation in the viscous drag produced. The forces produced by a +/- 
2.0 % of cowl length vary by a very small amount as shown in the figure below. 
 
Figure 5.36 Drag and its components variation due to a change of intake cowl length 
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6 Isolated Nacelle (3D simulations) 
A parametric study with parameters similar to the ones studied in the 2D models was 
carried out. The analysis is based on the drag obtained from the simulations. The 
interaction between the FB and AB are analyzed and the impact of each of the parameters 
in the interaction. 
6.1 Geometry 
The 3D model was created with CATIA software. 
The geometry was parameterized based on the parameters analyzed. The entire geometry 
would change by changing the values of the parameters involved in the analysis. This 
way only a parameter change is necessary in order to create a completely new geometry 
and avoiding the creation of several models from scratch. 
Symmetric models are used for all of the simulations of this stage. 
The geometry of the nacelles is different at the keel and the crown. The surface 
generation method used for this geometry is variable rotational extrusion. The steps were 
the following: 
1. Choose a centre line. The centre line was collinear with the engine‟s. 
2. Select an initial and final profile. For all cases the crown and keel were the initial 
and final profiles respectively. To get the proper surfaces the shape of the profiles 
should be defined in the same way. Both must have the same amount of points 
along the lines and the initial and final points are the same. 
3. Rotate the line profile and vary the shape. The radius of each point varies linearly 
with respect to the rotated angle. 
4. Check the surfaces are smooth and the borders fit the border of the adjacent surface. 
The only axisymmetric parts of the nacelle are the exhaust zone and the spinner (part of 
the intake zone). These parts were created at the end of the whole nacelle geometry 
generation process. The same procedure was used as for the non-axisymmetric surfaces 
with the only difference being that the profile is constant along the extrusion. 
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The geometry of the models is based on five different zones: 
 Fore-body (FB) 
 Mid-body 
 After-body 
 Intake 
 Exhaust zone 
The FB is designed in the same way the 2D model. The NACA-1 profile is used based on 
the length, highlight diameter and maximum diameter. 
The MB profile is a horizontal line parallel to the centre line. 
Two sections were used for the AB profile. To get the proper angle at the bypass exhaust 
a straight line was used. A circumferential arc was used to join the straight line and the 
MB section. The circumference section is tangent to both of the straight lines of the AB 
and MB. 
The intake profile starts at the highlight point and includes the throat point, diffuser 
section, the fan and spinner. The lip section extends from the highlight point to the throat 
point. Its profile is a section of a hyper ellipse (for more details refer to section 5.1.1). For 
the diffuser section an xpline was used. The fan is a circular ring perpendicular to the 
nacelle centre line. The dimensions are the tip and root diameters of the fan blades given 
by VITAL. Finally, the spinner is a circular section cone with the axis collinear to the 
centre line. 
The exhaust region consists of axisymmetric surfaces. The external section of both cold 
and hot nozzles is an xpline tangent to the cowl tip making the end perpendicular to the 
exhaust section. The core cowl is a cone section and the exhaust cone is a cone. The 
values of the angles, lengths and diameters are the ones given by VITAL, also the exhaust 
areas were confirmed to be the ones given by the project. 
The geometry of the diffuser and the nozzles were not set for the project. Therefore 
xplines where used with default geometries. The geometry was not set in a detailed way 
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because it was assumed that the geometry of these sections would not change the drag of 
the nacelle (the main objective of the project) considerably. 
6.1.1 Parameters analyzed 
The changes were applied to the base geometry according to the dimensions given by 
VITAL. For the whole nacelle the changing parameters were on the geometry of the FB. 
The changes of the AB were based mostly on the maximum diameter. 
The following parameters were analyzed (the number in parentheses is the number of 
values assigned): 
 Maximum Diameter (4). The Dmax changed the geometry of the FB and AB 
cowls. 
 Highlight Diameter (4). The FB and intake geometries were changed. 
 Nacelle cowl length (4). The MB length was changed 
 Forebody length (2). The FB cowl and MB length were altered. 
 Scarf angle (4). The FB and intake geometries were changed. 
For each of the parameter variations a simulation was done. A total of 19 simulations 
were made, each one of them with different geometries including the base geometry. 
As the geometry is non axisymmetric, the two values of the crown and keel must be taken 
into account. The variations were based on the average values of each the parameters and 
the ratio between them. The variation was made on the average value. The ratio crown-
keel of the base geometry was kept constant to calculate the values at the keel and the 
crown. 
The first two simulations for each of the parameters were made with variations of −6.0% 
and +6.0 %. For the parameters with a high influence on the drag (Dmax, Dhigh and total 
length) another two simulations were made with smaller variations (± 2.0%). 
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6.2 Grid Generation 
6.2.1 Meshing strategy 
Several procedures for the meshing of the nacelles were tried. Only the final meshing 
procedure is mentioned. Other grids were not used to make the simulations because no 
convergence was achieved or the results obtained with them were not accurate. 
The geometry of the nacelle is very similar to an axisymmetric model. A symmetric 
model was used and a half a cylinder domain. Both of the centre lines of the domain and 
nacelle are coincident. A reference length (Lref) was used to form the dimensions of the 
domain. From the highlight plane of the nacelle to the inlet plane and to the outlet plane 
of the domain there is a distance of 13 Lref and 15 Lref respectively. The diameter of the 
domain cylinder is 20 Lref. 
 
Figure 6.1 Isolated nacelle domain dimensions 
20 Lref 
28 Lref 
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Figure 6.2 Annular shape of every block of the domain. 
The domain was divided into several volumes. There are a total of 47 volumes; most of 
them are annular shaped. The only volumes with an extruded shape are the ones that 
include the centre line within them. The size and shape of every block was set in order to 
get the most appropriate cell sizes at every position.  
The mesh is an H-shaped structured mesh. The volumes around the tip of the spinner and 
the exhaust cone are unstructured meshes. The finest cells are at the highlight of the 
nacelle and the exhaust of the bypass and the core flow. 
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Figure 6.3 Mesh at the symmetry plane. The areas filled with red colour are where an unstructured mesh was 
used. 
The grid of all of the geometries analyzed was created with the same procedure. The 
difference of the grid size between all of the models is due to the spots where an 
unstructured mesh was used (see Figure 6.3). 
6.3 Simulation setup 
The quality of the simulation results depends on several factors. The most important is the 
grid quality, also the setup of the simulation is an important factor. It includes the viscous 
model, boundary condition and solver setup, which are all very important issues in CFD 
simulations. 
6.3.1 Boundary conditions 
The boundary used for the simulations are the ones shown in Figure 6.4. Each boundary 
condition is listed below, numbered as in Figure 6.4: 
1. Inflow 
2. Far-field 
3. Outflow 
4. Fan 
5. Bypass flow exhaust 
6. Core flow exhaust 
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Figure 6.4 Boundary conditions (image not to scale) 
The Inflow and Farfield are both defined as pressure-far-field boundary conditions. The 
parameters set are the gauge pressure, Mach number, flow direction, turbulence 
parameters and temperature. 
The outflow is defined as pressure-outlet. The only parameter required to define the 
conditions is the gauge pressure. Backflow parameters are required and should be set in 
order to keep the iterative results directed to convergence. 
The Fan is also a pressure-outlet but the conditions of this surface were changed during 
the simulation. The only parameter set for the fan is the mass-flow and the pressure must 
be set according to it. For the first iteration of the simulations a pressure value, close to 
that required for the mass flow, is set. After the simulation passed the divergence stage 
(usually the early iterations) and the mass flow has converged to the value resulting from 
the pressure set at the beginning, the pressure-outlet target-mass-flow-rate option is set. 
By setting the target-mass-flow-rate option the pressure varies until the mass flow 
converges to the value required. 
Both the bypass and core flow exhausts are mass-flow inlets. To define them the mass 
flow rate and total temperature are required. Also supersonic pressure is required in case 
the velocity gets to supersonic values. Backflow parameters are also required. 
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6.3.2 Solver 
The solver used was pressure-based. An absolute velocity simulation with a Green-Gauss 
Cell based gradient option was used. Both the pressure- and density-based solvers were 
tried during the simulation setup; the pressure-based was the one giving more suitable 
results and consumed least computational resources of the two. The pressure-based solver 
was used. The absolute velocity simulation was used because most of the velocity was 
irrotational. 
The most suitable viscous models for the project are the S-A, k-ε or k-ω. Other models 
are Reynolds Stress, DES, and LES but these are very high resource consuming therefore 
were not considered. At the first stage of the simulations S-A, k-ε and k-ω models were 
used to compare the suitability of each one for the project. Apparently one of the k-ω 
models would have been the most suitable for a nacelle simulation mostly because it is a 
two equation model based in low Re values near wall. (Fluent 6.2 documentation, 2007) 
Unfortunately the comparison between the time consumed by using the two equation 
models (k-ε and k-ω) compared to the one equation model (S-A) was quite significant. 
Therefore the viscosity model used was the S-A. 
The discretization methods of the density, momentum, viscosity, energy and pressure 
were changed during the simulation in order to avoid divergence. At the beginning of the 
simulations the standard pressure interpolation method was used. For all of the other 
variables a first order upwind discretization method was used. After the first iterations 
when the divergence stage was passed the pressure interpolation method was changed to 
second order and for the other variables the first order upwind discretization methods 
were changed for second order methods. 
6.3.3 Convergence Analysis 
Three methods were used in order to consider the simulations convergence. Plots of the 
residuals, drag and lift coefficients and fan mass flow were considered for convergence 
evaluation. 
The residual plots after some iterations converged asymptotically to certain values and 
did not decrease any more. When the residual values do change their values then the 
simulation is considered to converge; when the drag and lift coefficients converge to a 
certain value. 
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The simulations are considered to have converged after the following considerations: 
1. The fan mass flow converged to the required value. 
2. The residuals values are set to a certain value. They do not decrease or increase. 
3. The drag and lift coefficient of the nacelle converged to a certain value. 
6.4 Result analysis 
The results taken into account are only the forces over the nacelle and not the drag (drag 
is defined as a momentum loss and not a force). This is because to calculate the drag the 
pre-entry drag should be calculated and added to the forces from the CFD simulation. The 
calculation of an aircraft engine drag requires much more and better resources than the 
ones available. When calculations are done with the data obtained from the simulations 
the inaccuracy is enlarged. 
  
Figure 6.5 Side view of a short bypass nacelle, the top part of it is called the crown section and the lower part the 
keel section. 
The forces considered are the projection in the free stream velocity direction. Other 
components of these forces would have an impact on other design parameters like lift or 
structure. For aerodynamic drag calculations only the component mentioned is required. 
Crown 
Keel 
FB      MB           AB 
F -             + 
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The positive value is considered in direction of the free stream flow velocity (drag) and 
negative in the opposite one (thrust) as shown in the figure above. 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the different sections and linear segments of a nacelle. The crown 
segment is at the top of the nacelle and is the longest of the nacelle, it goes from the 
highlight point to the exhaust point of the bypass nozzle. The keel segment is opposite the 
crown and is the one with the shortest length. The Forebody (FB) is the section going 
from the highlight point to the mid-body. In the mid-body (MB) section all angular 
segments are parallel to the centre line of the nacelle. The afterbody (AB) is the curved 
section going from the end of the MB to the exhaust point of the bypass nozzle. FB, MB 
and AB are filled with green, gray and yellow colours respectively in Figure 6.5. 
The result analyses are based on the percentage change of the geometry analyzed from the 
values obtained from the base geometry simulation. 
In Figure 6.6 it can be seen how the total force changes with respect to each of the 
parameters analyzed. At the abscissas axis the change of each parameter is normalized to 
a reference value. The ordinate axis is the percentage change of the total force, 
normalized to the force calculated from the base geometry. 
From Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 some conclusions can be taken. The biggest total force 
changes are given by the variation of the highlight diameter. The changes of the force 
with the Scarf angle and the forebody length are quite insignificant compared to the 
variations of the other three variables. 
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Figure 6.6 Total nacelle force change with respect of the change of each of the analysis parameter 
The only parameter having a big impact on the pre-entry drag is the highlight diameter. 
The maximum diameter and total length also have an impact on it but it is quite small 
compared with the highlight diameter. 
With the analysis of both Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 a deeper analysis has to be made of 
the influence of the three parameters; maximum diameter, highlight diameter and total 
length. 
 
Figure 6.7 Pre-entry drag change with respect of the change of each of the analysis parameter 
The analysis of the force changes are based on the split of the viscous and pressure forces, 
and how the forces change on the three sections of the nacelle, FB, MB and AB. 
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6.4.1 Maximum Diameter (Dmax) change analysis 
A change of the nacelle maximum diameter would alter not only the projected area but 
also the wet surface. Assuming an equal velocity profile, with the increase of wet surface 
the viscous force would also increase. The perpendicular projected area would be boosted 
and therefore the change of the pressure would change with the total force applied to the 
nacelle. The change of the projected area, wet surface, velocity and pressure profiles 
combined would give different force behaviours as a result. 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the effect of Dmax change on the Mach number around 
the engine nacelle. From the analysis of Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.11 the 
following observations can be made. 
 
Figure 6.8 Mach number profiles of the side section of the nacelle of a Maximum diameter of - 6.0 % change 
with respect to the reference nacelle. (Mach number profiles are in the range of 0.6 and lower for blue to 1.2 and 
higher for red). 
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Figure 6.9 Mach number profiles of the side section of the nacelle of a Maximum diameter of + 6.0 % change 
with respect to the reference nacelle. (Mach number profiles are in the range of 0.6 and lower for blue to 1.2 and 
higher for red). 
The analysis of pressure and profiles on the crown, side and keel linear sections are 
shown in Figure 6.11. The origin of the plot (x = 0) is at the highlight point and x axis 
direction is parallel to the free stream air velocity at the far field of the simulation. 
Forebody is represented from 0.0 to 0.3 and afterbody from 0.5 to 1.0, these values are 
approximate. 
The minimum pressure (and maximum velocity point) for each of the plots is near the 
intake tip. At the tip of the intake the largest value of the Mach number is for the nacelle 
with the smallest Dmax and the Mach number decreases as the Dmax increases. The point 
where the maximum Mach number is located is pushed back (the Cp is the minimum 
where the Mach number is the maximum.) The biggest value is for the keel section and 
the smallest for the crown (see Appendix A.) 
The velocity at the mid-body is the largest for the biggest Dmax nacelle. As the Dmax 
decreases the Cp and Ma at the MB get closer to the free flow conditions, i.e. Cp = 0 and 
Ma = 0.82. 
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At the keel the flow of the forebody and afterbody are closely linked because of the short 
length of the MB. At the MB the velocities do not get down to similar values and the Cp 
plots are more separated than those of the crown and side sections. 
In three pressure plots there is a spot at the forebody where the value is very similar for 
the four nacelles. At this point the pressure of the nacelle with the smallest Dmax turns 
from the smallest to the largest and the largest Dmax turns from the largest to the 
smallest. 
At the middle of the afterbody there is one spot with the same pressure. The afterbody is 
the same length and starts at the same spot for all of the nacelles. The reason why equal 
pressure is at precisely the same spot for all of the geometries is because the AB is the 
same length, unlike on the forebody where it is not the same. 
6.4.1.1 Viscous force 
The viscous force of the nacelle depends mainly on the flow velocity (see Figure 6.10). In 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 the velocity at MB can be seen to be larger for larger Dmax 
values. An important effect is the difference between axial components of the viscous 
forces for each of the nacelles, the axial component is the one taken into account for drag 
calculations. Although the velocity for a large Dmax is bigger than those for small Dmax 
nacelles along most of the nacelle, the axial component of the viscous force produced 
might not be. The term viscous force will be used for the axial component for now on 
unless otherwise specified. 
At the FB and AB there is a similar effect. The viscous force decreases with the Dmax 
until it gets to a minimum point where the viscous force no longer increases but falls as 
Dmax enlarges.  
The total viscous force depends on the integration along the entire surface of the nacelle 
component. For the FB, the smaller Dmax nacelle has a very fast flow at the tip slowing 
down rapidly to a low value. On the other hand, for the biggest Dmax nacelle the velocity 
is much smaller and the changes are gradual. For this reason there is a minimum point in 
Figure 6.10 for the viscous force change between the + 2.0% and + 6.0% nacelles. Before 
this point the small zones with large flow velocities of the small Dmax nacelles produce a 
larger force than that generated by the big zones with slow velocities of big Dmax 
nacelles. 
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For the AB there is a similar effect to the FB. There is a spot where the pressure is the 
same for all of the nacelles. Before this spot the velocities for the large Dmax nacelles are 
larger than the velocities for the small Dmax nacelles. The velocities of all of the nacelles 
fall along the AB, but for the larger nacelles velocity falls more rapidly therefore near the 
exhaust the velocity is much slower.  
The flow of the FB and AB are more closely linked when the distance between them is 
short, this happens for the geometries with larger Dmax nacelles and at the keel sections. 
For this reason the air velocity of the nacelle with the maximum diameter decreases more 
than the one with the second largest diameter. The AB and FB velocities of the nacelles 
with small diameters are not highly linked (mostly at the side and crown sections) 
therefore the velocities remain lower than the bigger diameter ones. Because of these 
combined reasons the velocity of the +2.0% is the largest at most of the FB. The 
geometry with a variation of +6.0% of the Dmax  has the largest velocity at the highlight 
but it decreases until it has the smallest value of all of the geometries for the FB. The 
change of the viscous force is approximately 17% between the maximum and minimum 
values. The nacelle with a 2.0% Dmax increase has the maximum viscous force for the 
FB (see Figure 6.10). 
 
Figure 6.10 Axial component of viscous force changes at the Afterbody (AB), Midbody (MB) and Forebody (FB) 
for Dmax change percentage 
6.4.1.2 Pressure Force 
The pressure force is calculated as the integration of the static pressure over the projected 
perpendicular area to the free stream velocity vector. 
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The basic observation is that the projected area increases as the Dmax increases. The 
force produced is increased if the pressure or the area (diameter) is increased and the 
opposite occurs if they are decreased.  
In Figure 6.12 the result of the pressure applied to the correspondent section of the nacelle 
is shown. These results can be related to Figure 6.11 that shows the pressure distribution 
over the nacelle at different sections all along the nacelle. The mid section of the nacelle 
is not shown in Figure 6.12 because its area is perpendicular to the flow, therefore the 
projected area is null.   
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Figure 6.11 Pressure coefficient profiles along the crown (a), side (b) and keel (c) sections of the four nacelles 
shown with the percentage change of maximum diameters. 
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Figure 6.12 Change of pressure force on the Afterbody and Forebody related to the change of the daximum 
diameter 
The pressure force at the forebody decreases approximately 30% from a Dmax change 
from −6.0% to +6.0% of the base geometry. The pressure for the largest Dmax is much 
lower than for the smaller Dmax near the intake tip, as can be seen in Figure 6.11. The 
pressure for the smaller Dmax increases and decreases rapidly until reaching the pressure 
“crossing point”. After this point the pressure of the larger Dmax is higher than the 
pressure of the small nacelles. Although the pressure is smaller for large nacelles, the 
projected face is not large enough, therefore the pressure force decreases. The “pulling” 
force (opposite to the drag direction) increases as the Dmax increases. 
The afterbody shows a similar pattern to the forebody. For the afterbody, the pressure at 
the beginning is higher for large Dmax‟s and reduces its value for a smaller Dmax. The 
AB is the largest section of the outside cowl, for all sections it is more than 50% of the 
total length of the nacelle. For the simulations with large Dmax the pressure difference 
between the exhaust and the mid-section is much larger than the smaller Dmax (see 
Figure 6.11). The pressure of the four nacelles analyzed also gets down to the same point, 
the same pressure is applied at the same abscisa coordinate (x/xref ≈0.84). After that point 
the pressure applied over smaller cowls is bigger, and also is the projected area. The force 
applied is balanced slightly. Integrating all the pressure force applied on the AB, the total 
increases by increasing the maximum diameter as shown in Figure 6.12. 
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6.4.1.3 Total force 
 
Figure 6.13 Total force applied to each of the nacelle sections. 
For the AB and FB the major part of the total force is produced by the pressure, on the 
other hand for the MB it is only the viscous pressure which is created by the velocity 
(compare Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.13). The viscous force for the AB and FB sections is 
slightly bending the plot of the pressure change. Comparing the pressure force with the 
total pressure on the AB and FB on Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 a slight change can be 
observed. For the FB the differences between pressure and total force plots are 
approximately 1% for the four points in the plot. In the AB plot, the differences although 
also very small, are larger than the FB. In Figure 6.12 (pressure force changes) the nacelle 
with a Dmax change of +6.0% has a pressure force change of approximately –45%, with 
the effects of the viscous force it increases up to −38% in the total force change plot 
(Figure 6.13). 
6.4.2 Highlight Diameter (Dhigh) change analysis 
The variation of Dhigh has more impact on the velocity speeds than pressure. The 
stagnation point varies because of the geometry of the intake changes. The geometry 
change generates variations of stream pressure and velocity. This change of stagnation 
position produces a higher variation in both the velocity and pressure around the highlight 
of the intake. 
In Figure 6.7 the pre-entry force changes much more than all of the other plots. The 
variation of the inlet area is mostly responsible for producing these big changes. The 
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pre-entry drag is so high because the MFR changes by a significant amount and it 
changes not only for aerodynamic reasons (with very small changes) but due to the 
geometry of the intake. The area variations produce stream velocity changes to keep the 
mass flow unchanged. Both the velocity and pressure are greatly altered by this effect and 
the stream force at station 1 changes. 
The pre-entry drag should be neutralized by a large amount by the total nacelle force (see 
Figure 6.6) therefore both changes should be similar. 
Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show that it is difficult to see a pattern of the velocity around 
the intake. After mid-body the velocity changes seem to be very small compared to those 
of FB, it illustrates how the Dhigh has a major impact on the FB. 
In the Cp plot it can be seen how the higher impact of the Dhigh value is on the forebody. 
The Cp plots are quite different for the FB section but for the AB are almost the same. 
Assuming the differences are due to numerical errors it can be concluded that small 
changes of the highlight diameter have a major impact only on the FB. 
 
Figure 6.14 Mach number profiles of the side section of the nacelle of a Highlight diameter of - 6.0 % change 
with respect to the reference nacelle. (Mach number profiles are in the range of 0.6 and lower for blue to 1.2 and 
higher for red). 
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Figure 6.15 Mach number profiles of the side section of the nacelle of a Highlight diameter of + 6.0 % change 
with respect to the reference nacelle. (Mach number profiles are in the range of 0.6 and lower for blue to 1.2 and 
higher for red). 
6.4.2.1 Viscous force 
The small changes of the Dhigh (± 2.0 %) produce very small changes on the velocities 
for the AB and MB. These small velocity changes also produce small viscous force 
changes. The greater changes produce larger viscous forces changes in the three sections 
of the nacelle. 
The section with higher number of changes is the forebody. The force on the FB is the 
lowest with the smallest Dhigh. The force increases to the maximum values on a nacelle 
with a Dhigh value close to the reference value
10
. The biggest Dhigh (+ 6.0 %) would 
decrease the viscous force value. 
                                                 
10
 Dref in this case is equal to the highlight diameter of the geometry provided by VITAL.  
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Figure 6.16 Applied viscous force changes at the three sections of the nacelle versus the percentage of highlight 
diameter change. 
6.4.2.2 Pressure Force 
The pressure force changes on the FB are produced by both changes of pressure and wet 
surface. For the AB it is only by the pressure. The projected area of the AB remains 
constant for all of the simulations. 
Lower Dhigh generates higher pressures over the FB surface close to the highlight. On 
the rest of the surface, the pressure is lower compared to the highlight. The total 
integration of the pressure force is smaller for small Dhigh than the reference Dhigh as 
can be seen in Figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6.17 Pressure coefficient profiles along the crown (a), side (b) and keel (c) sections of the four nacelles 
shown with the percentage change of highlight diameters. 
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For higher Dhigh the pressure near the highlight is very low. Around the MB pressure 
increases as Dhigh increases (Figure 6.17).  
The force plot of the FB (Figure 6.18) does not keep rising as the Dhigh keeps increasing. 
The pressure force of the FB for Dhigh changes of +2.0% and +6.0% are very close to 
one another. This is because greater pressure is applied on the surface with very small 
forward projected area and the suction force on larger nacelles is bigger, therefore the 
component of the force over the free flow direction is very small as shown in Figure 6.19. 
 
Figure 6.18 Pressure force changes over the forebody and afterbody related to the highlight diameter changes. 
The changes of pressure force over the AB are very small. As can be seen in the figure 
above, the changes of force in a nacelle with a variation of ±2.0% of Dhigh are not more 
than 2.0%. These small changes are because the pressure variations are very small. With 
larger Dhigh variations, only slightly increased force changes are produced. 
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Figure 6.19 Pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution over the projected area of the FB to the axial component of the 
geometries with a Dhigh increase of 2.0% (left) and 6.0% (right). 
6.4.2.3 Total force 
The viscous and pressure force added are shown as a total force in Figure 6.20. The most 
important conclusion that can be taken out of this analysis is the variations of Dhigh have 
an impact mostly on the FB and MB. In the AB the total force changes by a very small 
percentage compared to the changes of the other two sections of the nacelle. The changes 
of the AB are small and smooth however in FB and MB, the changes are more significant 
with critical points (maximum in FB and minimum in MB). 
+ 2.0 %    Dhigh      + 6.0 % 
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Figure 6.20 Total force variations at the three sections of the nacelle with respect to the changes of the highlight 
diameter. 
6.4.3 Total nacelle length variation analysis 
Nacelle length is changed by increasing or diminishing the length of the MB. This way of 
changing the length would generate small differences in the pressure profiles due to the 
increase in the distance between the FB and AB and the interaction between them. 
The velocity changes, producing the interaction change of FB and AB, would produce 
small changes of the viscous forces compared to the pressure forces. Changing the length 
increases the wet area of the MB producing the largest friction force changes compared to 
any other on that section. 
In the Figure 6.24 it can be seen how the pressure, mostly at the FB, varies very slightly 
with small changes of the length (±2.0%). The interaction is changed by a very small 
amount. 
Large length changes (±6.0%) generate some variations, although not very significant, 
and are worth analyzing. The shortest length means that the AB and FB are very close to 
each other, therefore the pressure interaction generates a larger pressure at the FB and 
lower at the MB as can be seen in Figure 6.24. The pressure distribution is very similar to 
the mid-section of an ellipsoid of revolution with cylindrical mid-body (Ferri, 1972) and 
the pressure coefficient stays at lower values.  
In the simulation with a significant length increase (+6.0%) there is a larger MB and the 
Cp over it is closer to zero. A larger cylindrical section will allow pressure to increase 
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until Cp nears zero. In the plots in Figure 6.24, the maximum Cp value at MB is for the 
longest nacelle although is only slightly above the other plots. The Cp increase appears to 
be asymptotic, for this reason the Cp value of the longest nacelle at the MB is just slightly 
bigger than the other nacelles. 
6.4.3.1 Viscous Force 
For the analysis based on the nacelle length only the MB section was changed. For this 
reason the friction force changes on the FB and AB are produced by the velocity. The 
velocity variations (with the viscous forces created on the nacelle) are produced only by 
the change of the interaction between FB and AB. 
 
Figure 6.21 The effect of the change of total nacelle length in the viscous force.  
Figure 6.21 show how the MB viscous force is decreasing as the length increases. The 
wet surface increases its area. The interaction between AB and FB decreases therefore the 
flow velocity over the MB section also decreases. A comparison between Figure 6.22 and 
Figure 6.23 illustrates the Mach number differences between a short and long nacelle 
produced by the interaction between the AB and FB. 
The AB plot shows how the viscous force variation is not very significant. All of the 
changes are below ±10.0%. In Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23 the Mach number profiles are 
quite similar for both of them, and analyzing figures in Appendix A, the differences are 
quite small in every one of them. 
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Figure 6.22 Mach number profiles of the side section of the nacelle of a length of - 6.0 % change with respect to 
the reference nacelle. (Mach number profiles are in the range of 0.6 and lower for blue to 1.2 and higher for red). 
 
Figure 6.23 Mach number profiles of the side section of the nacelle of a Length of + 6.0 % change with respect to 
the reference nacelle. (Mach number profiles are in the range of 0.6 and lower for blue to 1.2 and higher for red). 
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Mach number profiles for the FB are quite different in every picture. The velocity 
differences along the nacelle are created by the different static pressure that the spillage 
flow encounters at the MB. 
6.4.3.2 Pressure Force 
The pressure force plots (Figure 6.24) are where the differences between each nacelle can 
be seen. As stated before, the FB geometry of every one of the simulations is the same. 
The only changes start at the MB, the length of which varies according to the length 
required by the total length analysis. The geometry of the AB does not vary, what does 
vary is its relative position away from the FB (the length of the MB). 
The variation of the pressure is very small at the FB. The variations would require a more 
detailed analysis to evaluate if they are due to a numeric error, mesh variation or an 
aerodynamic variation. In the case of aerodynamic variation a more detailed analysis 
would be required. 
The pressure distribution at three different sections of each one of the simulations can be 
observed on page 112. In those pressure distribution plots similar behaviours can be 
observed. 
 FB pressure distribution plots are very similar in each of the three sections shown. 
 At MB the pressure is greater as the length increases. Pressure coefficient 
increases asymptotically to Cp = 0. 
 AB profiles are quite similar. The only difference is the Cp value where it starts 
decreasing. 
 The minimum value at the transition between MB and AB has a very similar value 
for the four simulation profiles. The position of the critical point changes due to 
the point where the pressure starts falling. After the minimum point the pressure 
shows a very similar behaviour along the AB. 
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Figure 6.24 Pressure coefficient profiles along the crown (a), side (b) and keel (c) sections of the four nacelles 
shown with the percentage change of total nacelle length. 
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After the integration of the pressure over the projected area at the FB and AB of each 
simulation the resulting force is shown in the plot of Figure 6.25. Changes apparently are 
very small, most of them below ± 3.0 % (for both AB and FB). The only two simulations 
out of that range are for the change of + 2.0 % and + 6.0 % with approximate changes of -
10% and -13% respectively. 
 
Figure 6.25 Effect of total nacelle length changes in the pressure force. 
6.4.3.3 Total force 
The total force for the FB and AB of the nacelle is quite similar to the pressure value. The 
only difference is for the MB where the influence of pressure on the axial forces is almost 
insignificant. 
 
Figure 6.26 Effect of the total nacelle length changes in the total force. 
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As can be seen in Figure 6.27(a) the viscous force change is very small for the whole 
nacelle. The influence that viscous force has is quite small on the total force. On the other 
hand the total force magnitude decreases 26% (Figure 6.6). The fall of the magnitude is 
mostly because of the pressure force fall on the FB and to a lesser degree due to the slight 
viscous force decrease of the MB section. The forces on the FB have the largest 
percentage of the total force of the entire nacelle. Comparing Figure 6.25 and Figure 
6.27(b) the AB force remains almost unaffected. On the other hand the pulling force of 
the FB decreases by a large amount. By adding these two force changes the drag 
increases. 
  
Figure 6.27 Impact of the nacelle length on the viscous and pressure force percentage on total force (a) and the 
force of the FB, MB, and AB percentage on the total force (b). 
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7 Integrated Nacelle to an airframe 
7.1 Introduction 
The available power of an aircraft engine depends on the performance of the engine 
(thrust) and the drag it produced. Thrust and drag together will determine the Net 
Propulsive Force which is the available force for the airplane. The drag of an installed 
engine is determined by the nacelle geometry (already discussed in sections 5 and 6), and 
the position of the engine with respect to the wing and the fuselage. 
The position of the engine has to deal with several issues like safety, aerodynamics and 
structure. The installation of big engines like a VHBR engine is an even more challenging 
task than the average HBR engine. The integration of the propulsion systems of the 
Boeing 777 was a challenging task due to the complexity and size of the engines (Berry 
1994). In his work Berry presents many factors involving the integration tasks, including 
the following aerodynamic factors: 
 Overall shape and orientation of the nacelle 
 Fore/aft, up/down and spanwise positioning of the powerplant 
 Inlet internal and external geometry 
 Pylon contours 
 Exhaust system 
The effects produced by the afore mentioned factors are reflected in several aspects of the 
performance of the airplane. Some of these are pressure recovery and lose of lift, amongst 
others. The ones that will be studied in this project are the geometry of the nacelle and 
some aspects of the positioning of the engine. The pylon, exhaust system and some 
parameters of positioning will not be studied but could be an interesting topic for future 
work. 
In this chapter the interference drag produced will be analyzed. The Wing Body Nacelle 
(WBN) system will be studied. The pylon effects will not be studied. 
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7.2 Methodology 
To make the parametric analysis of an integrated nacelle several parameters can be 
analyzed. Also their relation with many different variables. Due to the limitations of this 
project it was possible to analyse only a few parameters. 
The following is the list of the main steps taken for this stage. 
1. Airframe geometry selection 
a. Simplification of the model 
b. Parameters selection 
2. Meshing 
3. Simulation setup 
4. Running the simulation 
5. Results analysis 
a. Running extra simulations based on the analysis 
Based on this methodology a reliable parametric analysis of the drag produced by the 
installation can be made. 
7.3 Geometry 
The geometry of the nacelle used for the simulations is the base geometry provided by the 
VITAL project. The nacelle geometry remains the same for the installed power plant 
simulations. For further references of the nacelle geometry go to section 6.1. 
The nacelle was created in the frame of the project VITAL and adapted to the geared 
Turbofan in this case. The GTF is designed to be installed in a twin engine airplane for 
medium to long range journeys. No specific type of aircraft was imposed in order to study 
the evolution of the thrust losses due to installation drag. 
The aircraft that would fit the requirements for the project are the following: 
 Airbus A350 Actually under development 
 Airbus A330 Will be soon replaced by the A350 
 Boeing 787 Actually under development 
 Boeing 777 The largest twin engine in use 
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None of the commercial airplane geometries is available for academic use due to the high 
confidentiality in the aerospace industry. The base geometry was provided by the College 
of Aeronautics of Cranfield University. It is a model developed in the Aircraft & Vehicle 
Design department in the MRT-7 project, see Figure 7.1. The MRT-7 is a L/R twin 
engine aircraft. 
 
Figure 7.1 MRT-7 project of Aircraft and Vehicle Design of Cranfield University 
The model was very complex to be used as the geometry for a CFD simulation therefore 
it was edited using Dassault Systems, CATIA V5 software.  
The modifications made to the CAD model were made by removing the surfaces which 
were not of real importance for the study. The following sections of the aircraft were 
deleted: 
 details (doors, windows and others) 
 engines and pylons 
 winglets 
 blister 
 tailplanes 
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 tail fin 
 fillets between surfaces 
As the study is about drag produced by an installed engine the only sections of the 
airplane having real importance are the fuselage and wing. Also the details of the airplane 
were removed in order to simplify the model as much as possible in order to create a good 
mesh. With a good mesh the simulation should run faster and the results might be more 
accurate. An image of the modified geometric model used for the simulations is shown 
below. Only the wing and fuselage are shown and they are devoid of detailed design. 
 
Figure 7.2 Simplified geometry of the MRT-7 project 
7.4 Meshing strategy 
For both the WB and WBN models several domain shapes and sizes were tested. Also 
different methods of meshing were tried. The grids shapes and sizes were made to be as 
similar as possible between the different geometries in order to avoid result variations 
produced by the grid differences. 
7.4.1 WB system grid 
The shape of the domain is a symmetric cylinder with half of the geometry of the airframe 
in it. Based in a reference length, the domain dimensions are the following (see Figure 
7.3): 
 Length is 6 times reference length (2 fore wind, and 4 back wind) 
 Diameter is 4 times reference length 
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Due to the complexity of the geometry the mesh chosen was unstructured. The finest 
sections of the mesh are at the tip and tail of the fuselage and the leading and trailing 
edges of the wing. 
Special attention was given to the junctions between the wing and fuselage in order to 
properly join the two surfaces with different density of cells. Also, at this section the 
geometry has very step angles and therefore the skewness of the cells at these points is 
very high. 
As integration drag is the primary concern of the project, the mesh of the wing is much 
finer than of the fuselage (see Figure 7.4). 
 
Figure 7.3 Airframe domain 
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Figure 7.4 WB mesh 
7.4.2 WBN grid 
The grid for the WBN system is similar to the WB system. The symmetry plane, inflow, 
outflow, farfield and fuselage grids are built using the same methodology. The integration 
of the engine into the system requires some changes for the wing meshing. At the 
spanwise position of the engine the mesh must be finer in order to fit the very fine cell 
size of the nacelle. This effect is more noticeable in the geometries where the nacelle is 
very close to the wing. 
The nacelle is meshed in a smoother way than the previous stages of the project. The cell 
density at the intake highlight and midbody are very similar. The reason for this is 
because the objective of this stage of the project is to measure the interactive drag of the 
nacelle with the wings. For this reason the grid of the nacelle is not as detailed as in the 
isolated nacelle analysis. With a nacelle grid similar to the isolated engine analysis the 
computational resources would be wasted in measuring the nacelle drag, which has 
already been done. Although the nacelle grid is coarser than previous stages is still much 
finer than the grid of the wing (see Figure 7.5). 
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Figure 7.5 Integrated nacelle grid 
7.5 Simulation Setup 
In order to get results that would match the results of the isolated nacelle the setup was 
very similar. The main setup characteristics are listed below: 
7. Boundary conditions 
a. Inflow - Pressure inlet 
b. Far-field – Pressure far-field 
c. Outflow – Pressure outlet 
d. Fan – Pressure outlet with target mass flow 
e. Bypass flow exhaust – Mass flow inlet 
f. Core flow exhaust – Mass flow inlet 
8. Pressure-based solver 
a. Absolute velocity simulation  
b. Green-Gauss Cell-based gradient option 
9. S-A turbulence model 
10. Discretization methods 
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a. Second order pressure interpolation method 
b. Second order upwind discretization methods 
The main difference with the isolated nacelle analysis is that the simulation was not 
running in steady state (SS) conditions. Although several initial conditions with many 
changes of solving methods were tried, the SS always generated divergence. To correct 
this, simulations with time dependent conditions (TD) were used in order to get the 
convergence. This method is more time consuming but it is certainly more beneficial to 
achieve a convergence of the simulation. Time steps are set as 1/20 of the time that a free 
stream particle would take to travel across the domain without any perturbation. 
7.6 Simulation 
7.6.1 Convergence 
To achieve convergence the following criteria were adopted for every one of the 
simulations:  
 The fan mass flow converged to the required value. 
 The residuals values are staged at a certain value 
 The drag and lift coefficient converged to a certain value. 
In Figure 7.6 there is an example of one of the convergence criteria fulfilled for one of the 
simulations. It is noticeable how all of the residual plots have a peak at every time step 
change, but they keep falling down to the same value. Cd and Cl are set at one value (a 
different one for each one of them), and the difference between the fan mass flow and its 
target value is less than 0.01%. All of these criteria enable the conclusion to be made that 
the simulation has converged and no more iterations are required. 
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Figure 7.6 Convergence criteria. (a) residuals, (b) Cd and Cl history and (c) mass flow history 
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7.7 Parameters 
There are 5 main design parameters involved in the positioning of the engine (see Figure 
7.7). 
 Fore/aft position also called penetration (x) 
 Up/down position (h) 
 Spanwise position (w) 
 Tilt angle (αtilt) 
 Incidence angle (αinsc) 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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Figure 7.7 Main parameters for engine positioning 
The aft/fore (x) and up/down (h) positions have a significant influence on drag. These two 
parameters are the only parameters analyzed in this project. „x‟ is defined as the distance 
from the centre of the intake plane to the leading edge of the wing. Note x distance is not 
defined in the same way as is shown in Figure 7.7(a). Parameter „h‟ is the vertical 
distance from the engine centre line to the leading edge of the wing. 
The other parameters are defined in the following way: 
 Both tilt and incidence angles are set to 0°. The engine centre line is parallel to the 
free flow direction. 
 Wingspan value is set to w/Dmax = 2.772. This is the same value as in the 
original geometry of the MRT-7 model.  
Both x and h parameters are normalized with respect to a reference value. The reference 
value is different for each of the parameters. The x value is normalised in respect to the 
total length of the engine and h to maximum engine diameter. 
The values considered for each parameter are shown in Table 9. The base values are the 
values used in the original design of the MRT-7 and are the values used for comparing the 
drag changes. 
Table 9 Parameter values for the analysis and their variation with respect to the base values(Shaded cells are the 
base values) 
h/Dmax x/length ∆h% ∆x% 
0.547 0.722 0 0 
0.50 0.65 -8.59 -9.97 
0.55 0.70 0.548 -3.05 
0.60 0.75 9.69 3.88 
0.65 0.80 18.83 10.80 
 
The combinations of values used are those making the engine closer to the wing in either 
of the two directions or even both of them (see Table 10). After simulating and analyzing 
some of the combinations it was decided to make more simulations by changing of the 
parameters that would make the engine either closer to or further from the wing, 
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depending on the amount of change or the parameter changed. This way the impact of 
each of the parameters on the drag would be evaluated. 
Table 10 Combination of the parameters. 
 h/Dmax x/length 
1 0.5 0.8 
2 0.55 0.75 
3 0.6 0.7 
4 0.6 0.75 
5 0.6 0.8 
6 0.65 0.65 
7 0.65 0.7 
 
7.8 Results and analysis 
The results used for analysis are the drag and lift values given by the CFD software 
(Fluent 6.2). The way in which these results are calculated by the software is reported at 
Fluent 6.3 Reference manual, section 29.3.1. As previously stated Fluent definition of 
drag is not suitable for engines because they are ducted bodies. The WBN system is 
actually made of two different bodies: the engine (ducted body) and the airframe. For the 
engine a proper force bookkeeping is required. Bookkeeping is not necessary for the 
airframe, as the drag is simply a sum of all of the forces on the surface without any flow 
(and the energy with it) going through any duct. 
To measure the impact of the engine positioning the simulations of the WB system, the 
Isolated nacelle, and the WBN system are used. The interference drag is calculated by 
subtracting the isolated engine and WB system forces from the WBN. Unfortunately with 
this method the uncertainty of the three simulations would be added together and it might 
be difficult to get proper conclusions from it, especially if there is a high level of 
inaccuracy of any of the simulations. With more powerful computational resources the 
simulations might become more accurate therefore this method would increase in 
reliability. 
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Although the interactive drag would be difficult to calculate, the change of drag on each 
section can be measured individually. The trends of the drag variations according to each 
of the parameter variations would be quite useful in order to come to some conclusions. 
The pressure and viscous drag are calculated in order to evaluate the impact of the 
parameters on each of these and if any parameter has a major influence on the viscous or 
pressure force. 
The parameters shown are the change of drag with respect to the value given by the 
calculation with the base geometry. The values shown are percentage variation from the 
base geometry. 
When analyzing the total drag variations on the nacelle, the conclusion is that the 
penetration has resulted in being the most influencing parameter. Figure 7.8 shows how 
the change of penetration produces a change of drag and the variations of vertical 
positioning are almost imperceptible. The drag values for the simulations with the same 
penetration values are virtually the same with the vertical position having an insignificant 
influence compared to that of penetration. The plots together could be approximated to a 
straight line in a plot of x versus Cd. 
 
Figure 7.8 Impact of penetration and vertical positioning on total drag 
The plots of Figure 7.9 show the viscous drag and pressure drag on the nacelle. The 
pressure force on the nacelle is also very close to being a straight line making pressure the 
most important component of the total drag, just as concluded in section 6.4.  
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The viscous force variations with respect the engine positioning are very small. In fact as 
the viscous forces are quite small compared to the pressure forces they might seem 
irrelevant. Still some conclusions can be made from the trends shown in Figure 7.9(b). 
 Viscous drag will increase if the vertical distance increases.  
 If penetration increases (x decrease) the viscous drag will decrease. 
The previous two effects happen because of the wing influence on the stream velocity. 
When the engine is positioned close to the wing (large penetration or small vertical 
distance to the wing) the air is slowed down.  
With a change of the penetration of ±7% there will be a change of approximately ±3%. 
For a variation of ±9% the change of the viscous force will change by approximately ±3-
4%. 
The viscous drag is very small compared to pressure drag, this makes Cp behaviour 
almost identical to the total drag. 
 
Figure 7.9 Pressure (a) and viscous force (b) on the nacelle 
To analyze the behaviour of the Cp on the nacelle, a more detailed analysis of the 
influence of the parameters is to be made. For the analysis, the Cp profiles are studied at 
the positions shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 7.10 Sections of the nacelle chosen for analyzing the influence of the nacelle position on the Cp 
distribution 
In Figure 7.11 the distributions of the Cp are shown. The distribution plots are along the 
nacelle. The abscise axis represents the axial position normalized with respect the total 
axial length for the distribution plotted. 
When comparing the four plots the first observation to be made is that the position of the 
nacelle only has a significant influence on the AB. In all of the plots the Cp distributions 
on the FB and MB are very similar for the three sections of all of the simulations. 
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Figure 7.11 Selected nacelle Cp distribution lines along the nacelle of four different simulations (a) h/D=0.6, 
x/l=0.75 (b) h/D=0.55, x/l=0.75 (c) h/D=0.6, x/l=0.7 (d) h/D=0.6, x/l=0.8 
The next observation is that the distributions for the sections far from the wing (30º and 
270º sections) remain almost unchanged and actually have a very similar distribution to 
the isolated nacelle (see Figure 6.24.) For the section of 150º which is the closest to the 
wing of the three analyzed, there is a fall of pressure close to the nozzle in all of the 
simulations. The pressure fall is different in each of the nacelle simulations. 
Cp distributions of Figure 7.11 (a) and (b) are from the simulations with a constant axial 
position (x/l=0.75) and varying the vertical position (h/D=0.6 and 0.55). The change is 
very small, only 10% for the minimum Cp value (with respect of the values of Figure 
7.11 (a)). On the other hand, by keeping the vertical position constant and varying the 
axial position, the changes are much larger. With a h/D=0.6, and changing x/l from 0.75 
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to 0.70 (moving the nacelle closer), the minimum value decreases 37.4% (see Figure 
7.11(a) and (c)). Increasing x/l from 0.75 to 0.8 (moving the nacelle further away from 
the wing,) the minimum Cp value increases 53% (see Figure 7.11(a) and (d)). 
By comparing the previous observations with the plots on Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 it can 
be concluded that the changes of the AB fall of the Cp due to the vertical positioning of 
the nacelle are very small and the axial position generates a much larger change. The 
magnitude depends on the distance of the nacelle to the wing therefore with the nacelle 
positioned far from the wing (large values of x) the pressure fall will be smaller; this 
effect generates a smaller suction force (smaller drag). The opposite is shown for the 
nacelle close to the wing where the pressure falls and the suction force is bigger and 
generates a bigger drag. 
The flow speed around the nacelle is related to both parameters (x and h.) Each of the 
parameters has a different influence on the flow. In Figure 7.12 the profiles around the 
nacelle and the wing at the mid-section of the nacelle plane are shown. Figure 7.12 (a) 
and (b) show the simulations with the nacelle at the same vertical position (h/D=0.6) but 
different penetration. In Figure 7.12 (a) part of the nacelle is actually under the wing 
(x/l=0.7) and Figure 7.12 (b) is further from the wing (x/l=0.8). 
Again the influence of the nacelle positioning over the wing is quite imperceptible for the 
FB and MB. 
The nacelle with a positive penetration (Figure 7.12 (a)) creates a nozzle effect between 
the nacelle and the wing accelerating the free stream and the bypass stream to supersonic 
velocities. The zones with supersonic velocities are right under the wing between the 
nacelle and a big part of the bypass flow right after the nozzle. 
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Figure 7.12 Mach number profiles for nacelles positioned at (a) h/D=0.6, x/l=0.7, (b) h/D=0.6, x/l=0.8 and (c) 
h/D=0.5, x/l=0.8 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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On the other hand, a nacelle positioned in front of the wing but far from it (see Figure 
7.12 (c)) slows down the velocity of the free stream going between the nacelle and the 
wing, Mach number between 0.6 and 0.7 in the simulation. The flow accelerates by a 
small amount after the nacelle to keep the boundary layer attached to the wing. There is 
an increase of velocity in the bypass flow approaching supersonic velocities, but it is not 
as fast as the velocities for the nacelle positioned under the wing. Also, under the mid-
section of the wing there is a small supersonic zone. This section is quite small and is 
because the free stream going under the wing enters with a large downwards velocity (to 
go around the nacelle positioned in front of the wing) and the flow must accelerate to 
follow the wing curvature. 
The wing drag changes are quite unpredictable in the conditions analyzed. In Figure 7.13 
the Cd changes in respect of the variations of each parameter is shown. In the figure the 
following can be observed: 
 With the vertical distance of 0.65 the drag changes vary from +3.5% to -3.5% 
(approximate values) when the axial position is varied from 0.65 to 0.7. 
 The wing drag for x/l of 0.7 and vertical distance of 0.65 and 0.6 remains almost 
unchanged. As the vertical distance decreases there is a very slight increase of 
drag. 
 With the data available, a trend is observed of a drag increase when the x/l is 
increased. 
 Decreasing the vertical distance between the engine and the wing produces a drag 
raise on the wing. 
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Figure 7.13 Impact of penetration and vertical positioning on wing drag 
To analyze the behaviour of the drag on the wing the Cp distribution along three sections 
of the wing were measured (see Figure 7.14.) The plots of Figure 7.16 are labelled as “in” 
and “out” referring to the two sections closest to the engine. “In” is the section between 
the engine and the fuselage and “out” is the section on the other side of the engine. The 
section at w/Dmax = 6.3 is labelled “far”. The far plots are not shown because there is no 
relevant influence of the parameters studied at that point of the wing (the figures for the 
far section can be found in Appendix C). 
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Figure 7.14 Wing Sections analyzed (not drawn to scale) 
In Figure 7.15 the sections close to the wing are analyzed for three selected simulations. 
Keeping the axial position constant at 0.75, Figure 7.15 (a-d), shows with a change in 
vertical position from 0.55 (a and b) to 0.6 (c and d) the inner section distributions remain 
in a very similar shape one to the other. There is a small change in the distribution near 
the leading edge for the outer section on the upper part of the wing (compare Figure 7.15 
(b) and (d)). The change of pressure becomes smoother when the nacelle is positioned 
further from the wing.  
With the vertical position kept constant the axial position, (Figure 7.15 (c-f)) the lower 
part of the wing of the inner section, the one closer to the engine, is varied. The Cp makes 
more exaggerated changes of the distribution when the nacelle is closer to the wing. Also 
the minimum value decreases. 
w/Dmax=6.3 
 
w/Dmax=2.26 
 
w/Dmax=3.27 
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Figure 7.15 Three selected wing airfoil profiles. (a) and (b) h/D=0.55, x/l=0.75, (c) and (d) h/D=0.6, x/l=0.75 and 
(e) and (f) h/D=0.6, x/l=0.8 
The most noticeable part of the wing analysis is the way the drag falls for the two 
simulations of h/D=0.65 when the axial positions changes from 0.65 to 0.70 (see Figure 
7.13). The two simulations are the ones with the nacelle positioned at the furthest vertical 
distance (h/D=0.65) and with the biggest penetration under the wing (x/l=0.65 and 0.7). 
Comparing the pressure distributions (Figure 7.16), there is a difference in the curvature 
of the Cp distribution under the wing in Figure 7.16 (a). The distribution appears to be 
flatter than all of the other distributions for the downwind section of the wing. The reason 
for this could be the large supersonic zone between the nacelle and wing for the nacelle 
with the largest penetration. In Figure 7.17 (a) it can be seen that a larger zone actually 
reaches the supersonic zone of the bypass flow. This has an obvious impact on the 
pressure and generates the drag behaviour previously shown in Figure 7.13. 
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Figure 7.16 Airfoil Cp profiles. for the nacelle of (a) h/D=0.65, x/l=0.65, at w/Dmax=2.26 (b) h/D=0.65, x/l=0.65, 
at w/Dmax=3.27, (c) h/D=0.65, x/l=0.7, at w/Dmax=2.26 and (d) h/D=0.65, x/l=0.7, at w/Dmax=2.26. 
 
 
Figure 7.17 Detailed profiles of Mach number for the simulations of (a) h/D=0.65, x/l=0.65 and (b) h/D=0.65, 
x/l=0.7 
The interference drag is the extra drag produced by just the integration of the engine to 
the airframe. Although more data may be necessary to form solid conclusions about the 
influence of the positioning of the engine on the interference drag, some observations are 
possible out of Figure 7.18 made with the data available. 
 Interference drag decreases as the engine is positioned further from the wing in a 
vertical direction (h increasing). 
 Decreasing the penetration (x increasing) will produce a reduction on the 
interaction drag. 
 There seems to be a point where the interaction drag changes are very small. 
Keeping the vertical distance at the maximum value (h/Dmax = 0.65) in the 
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simulations with the biggest penetration values (x/l = 0.65 and 0.7) the drag values 
are apparently unchanged; actually both seem to be very similar to the base value 
(Drag change of nearly 0%). 
 
Figure 7.18 Impact of penetration and vertical positioning on interference drag. 
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8 Final Observations 
The engine/airframe interaction is very important for the overall performance of the 
aircraft. The integration of the engine and airframe needs special care because the 
knowledge of several disciplines of the aeronautic area are required. As a global task, 
integration has to be tackled by a working group in order to discuss the pros and cons of 
the different design options seen from several points of view involved in the task. In this 
project only aerodynamics were considered, and even in the aerodynamics area more 
aspects could have been considered. Other issues like structure, propulsion, safety and 
others must be considered to optimize the integration of the optimum engine to an 
optimum airframe, and therefore obtain the optimum aircraft. 
Calculation of drag is a very important parameter for aircraft design. It has a strong 
influence on the performance of the engine and the aircraft. To improve the overall 
performance of the aircraft proper calculations on drag must be made. The engine has to 
be integrated to the airframe considering how the interaction between airframe and engine 
must be minimized to improve the performance of the airplane. Pressure distributions on 
the wings might change due to the integration of the engine, this change must be as small 
as possible. 
Experimental or CFD methods can be used to calculate the drag produced by the engines. 
The main issue of drag calculation is force bookkeeping. By the proper force 
bookkeeping the drag of GTE is calculated with a different methodology from that of the 
airframe. 
The main benefit of the use of CFD over experimental methods is the lower cost. If 
proper computational resources are available, time cost is considerably reduced. Proper 
computational resources are required for good CFD results. Many of the main issues of 
CFD involve the use of computational resources available. The speed of the simulation 
will depend mainly on the size of the mesh and computer power to solve the simulation. 
The accuracy is also linked to the mesh size therefore the speed and accuracy have to be 
balanced to determine the final size of the mesh. The solver and models used also would 
have a big impact on the time required for a simulation to converge. 
The final and probably most important observation is that validation is the most important 
requirement for a CFD task to be undertaken. Validation is the comparison of 
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experimental with computational data that will turn the latter into real. Without proper 
validation CFD results are approximations of what would happen in real life. A proper 
validation process is required for CFD results to be considered no matter how accurate 
they could be
11
. 
                                                 
11
 There were not enough resources in this project to do proper validation.  
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9 Conclusions 
Out of the work done during the project and the analysis of the results the following 
conclusions were taken: 
 The methodology used for a parametric analysis of drag proved to be suitable 
based on the results obtained. The results obtained allowed important conclusions to be 
made that will enable the knowledge of engine/airframe interaction to progress. Future 
work based on the same methodology would allow more CFD results to be obtained in 
order to calculate mathematical approximations of drag generation of an installed VHBR 
engine for further applications. 
 The Dmax has a great impact on both the AB and FB individually (see section 5). 
There is also a significant change on the MB drag, but mostly because of the change of 
the wet surface area. Although there is a big impact on the AB and FB, the changes are 
opposite to each other and cancel out in most of them as can be seen in Figure 6.13. 
The Dmax changes the smoothness of the pressure changes. A Dmax similar to the Dhigh 
generates large changes of velocity and therefore will increase the spillage drag and may 
create shockwaves decreasing the pulling force of the FB (see Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9). 
For the geometry and the range of values analyzed the total change of drag is very small 
although the change of drag on the AB and FB is quite significant. 
 Highlight diameter has a high impact mostly on the FB and in the pre-entry drag. 
There is some influence on MB but it is very small. Pre-entry drag depends mostly on the 
Dhigh. Spillage drag is more dependant of the Dhigh than Dmax (see section 5.8). 
Something similar to the Dmax would happen with the changes of Dhigh. A Dhigh close 
to the Dmax will generate sudden velocity changes and could generate shockwaves 
increasing the drag. 
The results of the simulations show how there is a critical point for the total force mainly 
determined by the changes of the forces on the FB and the velocity shockwaves for large 
Dhigh values (Figure 6.20). 
 The big diameter of a VHBR engine makes the length of the nacelle lose the 
importance in the drag generation. The main impact of nacelle length on the drag 
generation of an engine of this size is on the interaction of the FB and AB. With a longer 
nacelle there is a lower pressure between the FB and AB and the airflow velocity over the 
FB decreases producing a lower suction force at that section of the nacelle. 
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Certainly the viscous drag increases with an increase of the nacelle MB length (and the 
overall length) but the total drag increase is not only because of the viscous drag but it is 
mainly because of the fall of the pulling force over the FB produced by the higher stream 
velocity around that section (see section 6.4.3.) 
 The position of the engine makes forces on the nacelle and the wing vary 
drastically. The pressure changes make the total drag change by a large amount. Pressure 
distribution on the surfaces between the wing and the nacelle increases from the values of 
isolated nacelle and WB system. Drag changes according to the penetration of the nacelle. 
The different positions of the engine will determine the amount of pressure change and 
position of the force applied. Wing clearance is also important for the aerodynamics of 
the airplane but it is not very relevant to the drag generation, as can be seen in Figure 7.8. 
For the range of values of penetration and wing clearance considered in this project the 
only parameter having an impact on drag is penetration. 
Wing clearance certainly has an impact on the drag but is not generated directly. The 
wing clearance changes the pressure distribution over the wing. The change of pressure 
would require a different angle of attack of the wings to compensate the loss of lift force. 
Interaction drag increases. 
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10 Further work 
As a result of the work undertaken in this project and there are several tasks that could be 
embarked on. 
 The most important work that should be done regarding this project is the 
validation of the results shown. For every kind of FEM simulation a validation of the 
results must be done in order to give the results more credibility. The validation for the 
CFD results shown could be done by the experimentation in a wind tunnel with scaled 
models. Measuring pressure, velocity and determining flight paths are good validation 
methods. Other validation methods are possible like real scale wind tunnel testing or in-
flight testing. 
 By using more powerful computational resources more extensive and accurate 
analysis can be made. Some of the analyses possible are mentioned below. 
 A very important task is the analysis of the drag generated by a pylon for a VHBR 
engine. Positioning the engine was a big part of this project and positioning the engine 
considering a pylon should be a very important part of another project. The addition of 
pylons would not only require analyzing the positioning of the engine but also aspects 
like the shape of the pylon and its effect on the overall performance of the engine. Other 
types of analysis concerning the pylon aerodynamics and the interaction with the engine 
and wing are possible. 
 The positioning of the engine with respect of the wing analysis can be a more 
extensive one. Parameters like the engine angle of attack, tilt angle, spanwise positioning, 
and other parameters already mentioned in section 7 could be included. Variations on the 
airframe geometry could be also included in future research. Also the effect on drag of 
control devices, flaps and slats are some areas where the research of the integration of 
novel engines can be included. 
 Drag of other types of integration could be analyzed. For an engine of the size of a 
VHBR turbofan other options might be useful. Embedded, overwing or body mounted 
engines are some of the options that could be included in future research. The results 
should be compared in order to use the best option. 
 The modelling of the drag produced by nacelle geometry and its integration to the 
airframe can be done by making a more extensive analysis for each of the parameters 
included in this project. The methodology developed in this project used in a more 
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extensive way would help to generate more data. Also more parameters and combinations 
can be analyzed. 
 By creating drag models of VHBR engines and their integration to the airplane, 
these models can be used in optimization methods for future engine designs. 
 The CFD simulations can be run with different models or solvers in order to 
evaluate their suitability for the geometry and conditions used. 
 It would be important to generate sufficient information that would enable 
mathematical models of relationships between drag and nacelle geometry and positions in 
relationship to the wing, etc. 
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12 Appendixes 
A. Mach Number Contours of 3D Isolated Nacelle simulations 
 
Figure A. 1 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Maximum diameter of - 6.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 2 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Maximum diameter of - 2.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 3 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Maximum diameter of + 2.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 4 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Maximum diameter of + 6.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle 
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Figure A. 5 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Highlight diameter of -6.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 6 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Highlight diameter of - 2.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 7 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Highlight diameter of + 2.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 8 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
Highlight diameter of + 6.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 9 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of a 
length of - 6.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 10 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of 
a length of - 2.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 11 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of 
a length of + 2.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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Figure A. 12 Mach number profiles of the Crown (top), Side (middle) and keel (bottom) sections of the nacelle of 
a length of + 6.0 % change with respect to the reference nacelle. 
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B. Profiles of Cp and Ma number of 3D Isolated Nacelle simulations 
 
Figure B. 1 Cp profiles of 3D Isolated nacelle simulations with Dmax variations 
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Figure B. 2 Ma profiles of 3D Isolated nacelle simulations with Dmax variations 
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Figure B. 3 Cp profiles of 3D Isolated nacelle simulations with Dhigh variations 
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Figure B. 4 Ma profiles of 3D Isolated nacelle simulations with Dhigh variations 
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Figure B. 5 Cp profiles of 3D Isolated nacelle simulations with length variations 
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Figure B. 6 Ma profiles of 3D Isolated nacelle simulations with length variations 
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C. Cp profiles at the far section of the wing (w/Dmax=6.3). 
 
Figure C. 1 (a) h/Dmax= 0.547, x/l=0.7223 (Base value); (b) h/Dmax= 0.5, x/l=0.8; (d) h/Dmax=0.55 , x/l=0.75; (e) 
h/Dmax=0.6, x/l=0.7 
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Figure C. 2 (a) h/Dmax=0.6 , x/l=0.75; (b) h/Dmax=0.6 , x/l=0.8; (d) h/Dmax= 0.65, x/l=0.65; (e) h/Dmax=0.65 , 
x/l=0.7 
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